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12 Pages'-72 Columns.

All the news that's fit to print.

WEEKLY
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

NEW

HOI KINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY

ERA..

KENTUCKY FRIDAY AUGUST ko

VOLUME XXXIV, NO. 46

IN CAMP NINE DAIS CHRISTENING OF THE HEIR
WEATHER PERFECT
TO THE THRONE OF RUSSIA.

CO. D. WILL LEAVE ON
SEPTEMBER I.

LIGHT
DRIVING
HARNESS

AND ALL CIRCUMSTANCES FAVORABLE.

Imposing Ceremonies Followed by Ringing of Church
Bells and Firing of Cuns.—Czar Issues Manifesto
Cen Haley Will Have Active
S ond Annual Tournament
Bestowing Benefits on Many Subjects.
Command of the
f HopkinsvIlle Cun Club
Troops.
Islin Progress.
•
•sa stated in a special Frankfort
despatch to the Kentucky New Era,

CERULEAN, Ky., Aug. 25.—The
second annual tournament of the
Hopkinsville Gun club opened here

tie three regiments of the Kentucky
Cats guard will be encamped on the
grounds ofi the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition for the purpose of instruction during the month of September.

this morning under the most favorable circumstances. The weather
conditions are perfect and a large
number of shooters are in attendance.
The tournament is being held in a
large field in the rear of the hotel.

The camp will be opened on September 1 and close on the 29th inst. Adjt.
Gen. Percy Hely Will be in active
command of the troops, who will be
ordered into camp one regiment at a

The site is as near perfect as possible, the field being as level as a floor
and the scooting being done againet
a sky background. A large number
of visitors from the hotel as well as
outside points are witnessing the
event.

time. Each regiment,will remain in
camp nioe days.
An executive order from the governor to the adjutant general directs
that the Third regiment be taken
first to the camp. The companies
composing the regiment will leave
the various Western Kentucky
point& on the night of Thursday,
September 1, arriving in camp the

THE CZAR OF RUSSIA AND HIS FAMILY.
Prior to the birth of the exarexiteh, which hes had the effect of dispelling grime of the
gloom over Itimaia. Nicholas was an extensive fatlicr of gills. Ito% tug icharming quartet of
little grandtiuchessee. Thema, reading front left to tight. are i loam. Anastasia. Olga and
Marie. With the addition of the new baby the extir's family thus comics of seven,
which, by the way, is a magic number in Ruaria.

foilOwing morning. They will continue there until toe evening of Sep(Cablegram.)
timber 9, when tLey will return to
ST. PETERSBURG, Aug. 25—The
Kentucky. The companies of the christening of the heir to theRussian
Second regiment will leave Louis- throne took place in tha church of
ville,ou the evening of September 11, St. Peterhof Palace with imposing
arriving In St. Louis the next morn- ceremonies. The procession of gilded
ing, and continuing in camp until coaches accompanied the infant
the afternoon of September 19.
prince from Alexandria villa to the
The First regiment and batteries church. After the christening the
leave Louisville on the evening emperor invested the heir with the
of 89ptember 21, and remain In camp insignia of the order of St. Andrews.
until it breaks up, on September-29. The ringing of church bells and firOrder* in detail will be issued from ing of a salute of 101 guns announced
. •
. the office' of the adjutant general immediately, providing intortnation to
company commanders as to the

ta•vemout of the troops under them,
lines of railroad to transport
from their respective homes to
Louisville and to St. Louis, and other

tow
,

necessary information.

!FAMILY ALARMED.
(Special to New Era.)
PEE DEE, Ky., Aug. 25.—Thomas
Richardson, aged twenty-five years,
Left this place for Paducah on August.2, and has not since been heard
frem..' His wife and mother are
alarmed at his long &beetles+, and are
seeking information as to his whereabouts.

the completion of the ceremony.
The czar issued issued a lengthy
manifesto on the occasion in which
he bestowed benefits on many classes
One of the most important relates to
the enti7e abolition of corporal punishment among the rural classes and
curtailment in the army and navy.
The general provisions of the manifesto include an all-road reduction in
sentences for common law offenses
and general amnesty for political offenses, except cases of murder.

President.

REFUSED $1.15
FOR HIS WHEAT
.( Special to New Era)
FRANKFORT.Ky., Aug 25—Robert Reeves, of Christian county, is
probably the !argest wheat grower
in Kentucky this year. Reports at
the State Agricultural department
are that he raised 26,01,0 bushels and
that he yesterday refused $2.15 for it.

Changed Hands.
•

P. A. Watkins has sold :.is :lair interest in the barber shop at 21, 7th
8t., to Alex Mosby. The firm will be
Raul( & Mosby. Mr. Watkins will
remain with the firm.
Wood, Stubbs A Co., Seedsmen of
of Louisville, Ky., are Just mailing
out their fall catalogue of farm and
garden seeds wivich should be in the
hands of every farmer who pays any
attention to quality of seeds he uses.
Special attention is called to their
superior recleaned Grass and Clover
seeds, Winter Turf oats, Improved
Recleaned Seed Vheats, Crimson
Clover, Hairy Vetch, Dwarf Essex
Baps and many other new and 1w.
ad varieties lt seeds which they
s. A copy will be mailed free
wit
user.

SURPRISE FRIENDS FELL FROM A TREE
OR. LAYNE AND
MISS MR. FRANK M. QUARLES
IS INJURED.
THOMAS MARRY.

(From Thursday's Daily)
Dr. Al C. Layne and Miss Elizabeth
Thomas were joined in the holy
bonds of wedlock last night at the
parsonage of the Christian church.
The ceremony was impressively performed by Rev. H. D. Smith. Dr.
Layne secured a marriage license
and cautioned the officials at the
county clerk's office not to divulge
the fact until after Aug. 30, on which
date he and his fiancee had decided
to wed, but last night while out driving they concluded to be married at
once and, calling on Mr. Smith, had
the nuptial knot promptly tied. The
bride is a handsome and attractive
young lady whose former home was
in Elkton. She is a relative of Mr.
George Collins' family, with whom
she has been living since Christmas.
Dr. Layne is a popular and enterprising citizen.
Next Tuesday, Dr. and Mrs. Layne
will leave for Franklin, Ky., where
they will take two-year courses in
the Kentucky School of Osteopathy.

WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
BRIDLES, SADDLES, ETC.

that the shooters are mostly amateurs.
One of the drawing cards of the
shoot is Mr. Harold Money,of Colorado Springs. Mr. Money is is a professional, representing the Winchester Arms Co. He performs many

We also sell Buggies
cheaper than anybody
GET OUR PRICES
BEFORE BUYING!

amazing stunts, using a pump gun
and breaking targets in doubles. His
rapid shooting is of the best ever seen
An interesting feature of the tournament will be the contest for the
club medal. In order to own the

tinued without interruption through
the noon hour. Among the shooters
are: S. H. Page, Elkton; W. G. Barton, A. E. Chatten, Earlington; Andy Meadows, Nashville; M. P. Gentry Hillman, Birmingham, Ala.; E
Brady, Newbern, Tenn.; Lee Moody,
Bessemer, Ala.; Harold Money, Colorado Springs, Col.; R. L. Woodard,
Guy Starling, E. M. Moss, C. 0
Prowse, Hopkinsvilie; A. E. Mercer,
Paducah; John Jonss, Eddyville;

time.

World's

Fair Accommodations.

sane and is one of the most popular
Large, clean, elegantly furnished
men in the county. The news of the
with bath, in private famirooms,
accident that befell him has caused
lies. Best residence district, near
general regret,
fair, at 50c, 750 and $1.00 per day;
Mr. Bailey Waller is in Header. rates to parties.
H. L. McPherson.
wo.
w.2t

20T S. MAI.N.
.APSOWAIP

NEW COLUMBIA
THE WHEAT THAT 14*.ADE

63 Bushels Per Acre
All inquiries as to seed, prices or any other information promptly answered. Respt.

JEFF J. GARROTT
19 6t

PEMBROKE, KY.

Music Depalment
SOUTH KENTUCKY COLLEGE.
Miss Elizabeth Kilbourne
(New England Conservatory,
Boston)

I

Imo
Yob .

MISS EDNA MARTIN,
New England Conservatory, Boston,
Chickering Hall, Madam Wyman

Hopkinsville pupils who desireonly muctic would do
well, to register, before' eptember 6, as the Ames are expected to be large. Css Martin4s an exceptional voice.
teacher and those who wish to perfeit themselves in voice,
would do well ,to eester for'her class.

..amemeemmisminessevese
•

•

YON CO.,

here.

(From Thursday's Daily)
Mr. Frank M. Quarles was the vic- Dr. W. L. Hausbro, Paducah; T. A.
tim of a very severe accid-nt yester- Noll, Kuttawa, Ky.
day.
PRISONER CAUGHT.
He was in a tree on his farm near
(Special tri New Era.)
the city gathering peaches and, losCLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Aug. 24.
ing his balance, fell to the gr3uud.
In his descent his nose was badly cut —George Owen, who, with Floyd
by coming in contact with a limb. Fields, escaped from the city prison
He struck the ground with consider- about three weeks ago, was captured
able force, fracturing a bone in his Saturday at Columbia. While the
left arm. He was much bruised-by prisoners were enjoying their liberty
the fall. His injuries are not of an it is alleged that they entered a store
at Pembroke, Ky., and stolen sevenalarming nature, but he will be con- ty-three gold-filled rings, valued at
about $150.
&&I to his room for some
Mr. Quarles is president of the
board of commissioners of the Western Kentucky Asylum for the In-

Some beauties in this shipment. If you want
something extra nice ccme and see what we
have. IfWe also offer a strong, very serviceable hand-made harness at

Will make some very close prices on heavy

shooting the tournament this year
is different from that of last year in

BETHEL FEMALE COLLEGE

As hitherto, the Music Depart-

$12.50 to $27.50.

*if
$13.50
10
viv
See this if you want something extra strong.

The targets used are Bluerocks
thrown from Maguatraps at sixteen
yards rise at unknown angles. Good
scores are being made as a rule.
While several professionals are

+++++++++I medal a member must wit: it three
years iii succession.
Mr. C. 0.
Prowse has already won the trophy
twice and says he intends to win it
-•44444-.4++++++++.4++++++++++-1-444-++++444444+++++4-4+++
again, and thereby make it become
On Thursday, September 1, Bethel went, under Miss Elizabeth Jones, his property,
but the other members
FemaleCollege opens for the matric- (N. E.Conservatory, Roston,) as Di- of the club are equally determined
ulation of pupils. The citizens of rectress, offers advantages surpassed that he shall not become the possessby no institution.
or of the medal. Besides this a purse
Hopkinsville and vicinity are corMiss Mae Susong, graduate Em- of $15 is offered to high gun and
$10
dially invited to avail themselves of
erson School of Oratory, has charge to second. A handsome gold and
the superior facilities and advanof elocution and physical culture.
enameled medal in the shape of a
tages there offered for the thorough
I With a full and thoroughly quali- clay pigeon is offered for high
gun
traiLing of their daughters. We
fied corps of teachers, Bethel Female amateur.
have tried and accomplished teachCollege appeals to the citizens for
A substantial dinner was served to
ers in every department, and give
patronage in her Primary, Preparathe shooters on the grounds by the
oersonal attetithm to each pupil's tory and Collegiate
departments.
hotel in tnagement and shooting conneeds and progress.
EDMUND HARRISON,

1

We have just received an elegant line of An*
light driving harness'. Prices run from

•
.••

•

•
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RK IT ASYLUM KINSMEN ENCASE IN EXCITING
BANKERS REPORT
Notice to
FRACAS ABOUT BROKEN DISHES.
I
•
.
a W heat Raisers
.
•
•
•
• Good Fertilizer
•
11•••••••••
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WINO

Is

RAPIDLY

ON

OOINC UP

CROP

MATTERS

IN

THIS REGION.
•

Wilbur Grissom Calls His Uncle an Ugly Name And is

Contracts Let For Heating

and Ventilating Plants
And Smokestack.

Wheat Three Times as Good

Happened at Howell.

as Last Year.— Chrlstian's
Outlook.

Work on the new wing of the
Western Kentucky Asylum or the
Insane is progressing in a satisfactory'Sooner. When completed it will
ye tk.e congested condition ot
'the several Kentucky institutions for
the insane.
Yesterday, the board of commisawarded a contract to the
adidvit sesispsav for putting
sad ventilating plant,
ineluding two new boilers. This will
cost $18,200.
A contract hae also been let for the
alastruotkm of a new smokestack,
j:1111bich will be built of concrete. The
,.istelek Construction Co., was the
ineessiful bidder. The smokestack
.• will cost $UM.
Rural Delivery Change.

Clubbed on the Head With Butt of Shotgun.—

•
Reports trom various bankers in •
THE INJURED MAN IS SAID TO BE BADLY HURT. Kentucky
as to crop conditions have •

been sent to the Commercial Nation-•
al Bank of Chicago. The reports•
given from this section are as fol(Special to New Era.)
strance from Gregory. Grissom r
:
lows:
the
sented
rebuke
and cursed his on
HOWELL,Ky., Aug. 20—A fracas
•
Christian County, Hopkinsville.—
that may have a serious result took cle, applying to him a very vii
epithet. Gregory secured a e‘otgui Wheat crops about three times as
place last evening at Howell between
but made no effort to shoot h e good as last year. Banks better pre•
Andrew Gregory, and his nephew,
nephew, contenting himself with pared; will need $100,000 currency.•
Wilbur Grissom. They are well
freely using the bptt of the weapon. No land speculations; farmers fair-•
known citizens. The men had been
Grissom's head was badly cut in sev- ly prosperous; business improving;•
drinking together and had gone to
eral places. He was taken to toe res- outlook good collections bett.-r than •
the home of Mr. Gregory to eat sal•
idence of his father, Mr. Jack Oris• last year.
mon and crackers. It is said that Mr.
som, where he spent a rather bad
Henderson County, kleryir-rson.—
Grissom knocked some dishes off the night. How serious his injuries are
Wheat 4 per cent less, corn 26 per
table which called for a stern remon- cannot be told at present.
cent morn, oats same as 1903. Banks
not as well propared, account low
prices last year forcing banks to carry farmers; will need $100,000 currency. Not much land speculation;
farmers prosperous; business condition good; outlook for improvement,
collections not up to last year.
Daviess County, Owensboro.—
Wheat 26 per cent less; corn 20 per
Told a Friend That He Was Tired of Farm Work And Was cent more than 1908. Banks have
all money necessary. Less trading
Coning Ready To Run Away From Home And
in realty, but no dominution in
Co To a Lumber Camp.
prices; farmers prosperous; business
condition good. SOLOS new enterprises established with fair investent.

Brings good results, so if you want some
thing good welave it. And to insure good
results use a
.

•
SUPERIOR WHEAT DRILL
•
• They are the best and have the name they

YOUTH WHO DISAPPEARED IS
PROBABLY SAFE IN ARKANSAS.

deserve, for they are superior to all others,
for they do superior work. So come and try
one and be convince.d.

Inters Hardware Co.,
(INCORPORATED..):

111••••••••••••••••••••••••••••111.

About September 1st there will be
•change in the Rural Delivery route
In this section. There will be a new
on.coming oat of Pembroke to this
place, which will bring the mall
from there to this place, instead of
from flopkinsville as at present. It
will arrive here about 11 o'clock,
whicn will give this people their
mail about two hours earlier th^n
the present arrangement. Rural
Route No.2 from Hoekinsville will
not come up the pike any farther
than Moseley's bridge, where it will
turn to the right and cross to the
A clue has been discovered that 1 farm and intended to go to Eagle Mill,
road between Pembroke ahd Cooky.
will likely clear up the mystery of Ark., and obtain work in a lumber Mk) no Costs You Nothing If It
-.-Fairview Review.
Does Not Cure.
the disappearance of young Arthur camp. He had learned from agoutis
i
man
named
Jim
livMinor,
who
was
To
the
Editor
of the New Era:
Stop That CouahI
White from his home in South ChrisTht unusual statements in the ading at Eagle Mill, that high wages
When a cough, ^ tickling or an irtian.
Main Street.
were being paid there. Arthur said vertisements we have published for
ritation in the throat maims you feel
14
Mi-o-na
have
led
some
people
to
ask
+++++++++++*+++++++++++•++**+++++++++++*^+++++++++4
Livy Claxton, a lad about Arthur's that he had made up his mind to ride
uueomfortable, take Ballard's Horeif we really mean all that we said in
hound syrup. Don't Wait until the age and a friend of the boy, is the to Clarksville, Tenn., on
his bicycle, regard to this preparation.
l'he best
disease has gone beyond control. Mr.
the statement that sell his wheel and buy a ticket to the reply we can make is to publish over
sad Mrs. J. A. Anderson,864 West authority for
our signature a statement of what
1th St.; Salt Lake City,Utah, writes: young White had been planning to Arkansas town.
"We think Ballard's Horehound ran away from home several weeks . Rube Wilson, the negro who was Mi-o-na will do and the unusual
terms under which we are selling it.
Syrup the best medicine for coughs before he left the place.
charged by Mr. S. J. S. Wolte with
1. Nine-tenths of all sickness is
and colds. We have used it for sevHe told Claxton that he wee tired the murder of his son, has been re. caused by some kind of
indigestion.
eral years; it always gives immediAs Mi o-na cures indigestion in any
ale relief. is very pleasant and gives of the work te was doing on the leased.
perfecl satisfaction." 26c, 50c, $1.00.
form and restores healthy action to
Sold by Ray & Fowler.
thew holedigestive tract, it *ill cu e
nearly every case of poor health.
New Millinery Firm.
2. The dyspeptic to ordinarily thin
and emaciated, with sallow complexMiss Frankie Cam'bell ha's returnion, sunken cheeks and flabby flesh.
Mi-0-131% will cure dyspepsia and
ed from the east where she has pur
If so, get a BICYCLE. It will build you
those who use It will find every part
chased a large stock of millinery.
of the body filling out with firm.
up
again and you wont have that tired feelShe will be at the head of a stock
solid flesh, so that all the outlines
company, known as Campbell & Co.,
ing. We sell the run-easy kind. CHEAP
become plump and pleasing.
and will cccupy the corner room in Young Woman Who Swallowed Poison After Her Arrest
8. The strongest evidence that we
FOR CASH.
can give of the faith in Mi-o-na is
For Forgery Died At Noon Today At Her
the Phoeni6 Hotel building. rney
the personal agreement to refund the
We carry the only complete stock of bisill open for business September 1.
Home Near Crofton.
money if it does not give satistaction. Although we have sold 9iuncycle tirer, saddles, lamps, handle bars and
dreds of packages under this assurance, yet less than one out of every
in fact everything to mend bicycles with and
ciaus
and
yesterday
she seemed bet hundred has asked to have the mon18pecial to New Era)
ey
returned.
We
are
always ready
have men to repair them that have had exCROFTON, Ky., Aug. 20.—The ter. Last night her condition under- to refund the cost of Mi-o-na, 60c., to
change
went
home
anyone
a
for
the
who
is
the
not
satisfied
worse
and
with
at
Clark
at
it
Neil
perience aLd are experts.
Miss
death of
on return of the empty box.
Eyomei's Novel Way of Curing Ca- of her aged parents, two and a half noon today death relieved her sufL. L. ELGIN.
miles west of this place, is the tragic fering.
tarrh. L. L. Elgin Guarantees
We sell guns, and gun repairing a specialMist) Clitk, Who is prominently
culmination of one of the saddestand
a Cure.
Sam Jones Carnisheed.
connected
history
ty
a
and in short notice. Give us a trial and
daughter
and
in
the
cases
of
sensational
M.
This novel treatment for catarrh most
As Rev. Sam P. Jones stepped from
consista of a hard rubber inhaler of a of the county.
Joe Clark, a leading citizen of
be convinced that we are the best in town
size convenient to be carried in the
At 12:30 today, the young lady died this community, was arrested Satur- his carriage Thursday afternoon
or
pocket
purse, e medicine
vest
after suffering fright- day night for forging the name of Deputy Sheriff Johnson served an
dropper and a bottle of Hyomei. By in great agony
Claude B. Bowles,* young farmer,to order of attachment upon him. The
Its use it is possible to breathe while fully since last Tuesday.
two checks, one for $660 and the oth- order was signed by the Southern
at home or at work, air which is alUnable to bear the odium of her
er for $80. The money was returned
most identical with that of the moun- arrest for forgery, Miss Clark swalLyceum bureau end was issued from
Sixth Street.
and she was released from custody.
tains or health resorts where the air
lowed a impute filled with corrosive She claims that Bowles had author- the Jefferson county circuit court for
Is laden with healing and health givsubliinate. Everything possible for ized her to draw money on his bank $872.11. The reason for this was not
ing balsams.
known.
When the papers were
No other medicine gives such her relief was done by skilled physi- account.
shown to Mr. Jones he glanced at
prompt relief as Hyomei in the treat
mint of catarrh. The first breath
them and passed on as if it were a
soothes and he
the irritated and
matter of no importance. It is said
smarting air *age,and its regular
that the alleged debt grew out of the
use for a few days or weeks will cure
failure of Mr. Jones to keep a date
the most sttibborn cases.
made by the bureau for him.—OwensL. L. Elgin will sell a Hyomei outboro Inquirer.
fit for $1.00 with his personal guarantee to refund the money if it does not
No good health unless the kidneys
firromalgaturday's Daily)
cure. Yo'i run no risk whatever in
are sound. Foley's Kidney Cure
Capital Paid In.. $100,000.00
buying Hyomei, for your word deseventy,
Warner
a
was
struck by some of the makes the kidney') right.
Henry Warner, aged
cides the question as to vehAther you farmer of the Fruit Hill vicinity, shot, but remained standing and
Surplus
30.000.00
pay for the remetly or not.
New Residences.
died today train the effects of wounds Griffin advancing closer fired again,
4A 16. S626
President
Henry C. Gant,
sustained on June 22 when he was the full charge entering the farmer's
Walter Elgin of the Nortonville
McPherson,
Cashier
E
J.
Griffin.
a
leg
Gip
and
Griffin
shot
clubbed
hip.
Warner
and
strack
by
Fbley's kidney cure if taken in
Coal Co., has just completed a pretty
- Asst. Cashier
H L McPherson,
time affords security from all kidney cro!,per. The men had disputed several times on the head with the
new residence in Norton'ille. Dr.
and bladder disease.
about the working of stack and part- butt of the gun and then ran. He
Loving is building a pretty home in
ed in anger. An hour later, Griffin, has not been captured, though offiVs 6 solicit the a3counts of Firms. Corporations and Individ
The Illinois Central will sell round
the same place. Both houses will be
uals, promising prompt, courteous treatment to all, and every
&
shotgun
with
arrneg
the
went
cers
to
searched
have
for
him.
each
Griffin
Wednesday
and
on
tickets
trip
accommodation, consistent with conservative banking.
Saturday during the month of June. field in which the old man was work- Is about thirty-five years old and has eupplied with lignts from he coal
If contemplating opening an account, or making any change
service.
well
mine
as
as
water
July, August and September to H„t
in existing relations, wonld be glad to correspond with you.
Springs, Ark., at rate of $1500 and ing, and, according to Mrs Warner been married only a few months.
to Eureka Springs, Ark., at rate of and others who were eye witnesses Warner lingered until this morning
$17.40. Return limit 60 days from
from the house, fired on him.
i when he died.
for Oeugher Osids mei Orme.
data of sole.

1•111.10...

Your Credit is Good

RUBE WILSON IS RELEASED FROM CUSTODY.

CARD FROM L L ELGIN.

AT GEO. W. YOUNG'S..

You can buy Stoves, China, Tinware or
anything in the house on the installment
plan. Come and get prices.

eo W.Young's
G.

AWAMAMAiltifi WWWWWWWINAI

1 Do you need
a nerve tonic?
„.

DEATH MERCIFULLY ENDS MISS
CLARK'S AWFUL SUFFERING.

BREATHE HEALING BALSAMS

Guns!

Guns!

Guns!

1

E.M.MossetCo

•

fkRkkikMMMM

SHOT AND CLUBBED BY CROPPER,
FIRMER LINGERS LONG BUT DIES,

ems

DOPONSVILLE

OnelllinuteCough Our*

.46*-

ArnifkrifiVerfercriisr,
/,-1-,r.

5.

•

•

4MENWINI

Ners

FROM DAY TO DAY GENERAL STOESSEL BELIEVES
•
THIRD E1MENT WILL 6010
PORT ARTHUR WILL BE HIS TOMO
WORLD'S FAIR FIRST OF SEPTEMBER.

NEW NOVELS—The following
new works of. fiction were placed today on the shelves of the HopkinsInky is it that Ayer's Hair
ville public library: The Memoirs of
Vigor does so many remarka Baby, Josephine Daskham; The Sends a Mournful Farewell Message to a Friend In
able things? Because it is a Official Orders Issued by the Governors—Articles Are Filed Interloper, Violet Jacob; The Silent
cows—Russlans Succeeded in Silencing The
hair food. It feeds the hair,
Places, Stewart Edward White; The
For Million Dollar Rahway Corporation.
Japanese Slattery.
pets new life into it. The hair
Pillar of Light, Louis Tracey; The
Rose of Old St. Louis, Mary Dillon;
Rainbow Chasers, John Whitson;
(Cablegram.)
dispatch from Cho Fen, dated Mari
Woman With the Fan, Robert
MOSCOW, Aug. 28—Gen. Stoma', 22, says that according to Misses
cannot keep from growing.
Hite/lens.
commander or the Russian garrison ports, the Japanese yesterday bow.,
And gradually all the dark,
lie Buildings Lyons during the &b(Special to New Era.)
Port Arthur, has abandoned all barded Port Arthur from 6 o'olook
at
comes
life
rich color of early
BEST SELLERS.—The best sellAug. 28.—An eetle() of the family of the governor.
Ky.,
of holding out much longer the morning until 1 o'clock in the al.
hope
,
FRANKFORT
back to gray hair.
But little has been done in improv- ing books in New York last week
against the persistent attacks of the ternoon, pouring in a Leavy fire, bit
official order was promulgated today
"When I drat need Ayer's Hair Vigor my
hair wws about all gray. But now Ill..
ing the antiquated structure since were: "The Crossing," Winston
Japanese troops under Gen. Nogl. that the Russians succeeded in sirleh black. and am thfok
in reference to the encampment of
— MM. BrOAN KLOPFENSTIEN. Tuscumbla,
I Gov. Beckham has been an occupant Churchill. "The Challoners," E. F.
This was shown in a private tele- lencing the Japanese batteries. The
the State Guards.
J C ATZR
a bottle.
oi it, and he and the custodian are of Benson. "The Mother of Pauline,"
Gov.
of
order
by
Japanese fleet was not engaged, bayLowell. Wass.
encampment,
The
for
the opinirn that it will have to serve L. P. Truscott. "The Crisis," Winlug put further out to sea.
Beckham, will be held in St. Louis
as the home of at least one and pos- ston Churchill. "The Rose of Old
on the Louisiana Purchase Exposisibly two more Governors before the St. Louis," Mary Dillon. "The Adtion grounds during September.
of the new capitol and s entures of a Clubwoman," Agnes
completion
The Third regiment will be the
mansion. Hence repairs were im- Surbridge.
•
first to go.
• .4.
(Special to New Era)
perative.
HORRIBLE CREATURE.—"The
The companies of the Third will
DENVER, Col., Aug. 28.—.16kir 'vs*
meanest young man in Kentucky
leave for St. Louis on September 1.
Cordell& Botkin, oho °aimed tb4
lives in Richmond," says an exSpecial orders for the, movements
death of Mrs. John Dunning by
_
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
change. "He asked a young lady
of the troops are being prepared by
means of poisoned candy, has beau
the
spending
Master John Black is
what she wanted for a birthday presAdjutant General Haley.
sentenced to life imprisonment. The
month with relatives in Louisviirle. ent and suggested gloves, but the
judge
expressed regret that he Gonad
W.
The certificate of nomination of
Miss Annie Tobin left yesterd‘ girl thought something for her neck
Ebe death penalty.
not
impose
she
where
Republican
Kentucky
Northern
for
Godfrey Hunter as the
would be nicer. On the evening of
week..
several
spend
will
Elevthe
in
congress
for
zandidate
her birthday 'ne handed her a small
•
Pipe Organ Recital.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Renshaw, Mr. package neatly done up. Nervousenth district is filed and recorded in
P.
Ethel
Misses
Crabtree,
George
the secretary of state's office.
ly she opened it in the presence of
Music lovers will be delighted to
Renshaw and Ella Shadoin left last
bar
of
a
found
girls
and
the
other
learn
that Prof. Harry E. von Tobell
night for St. Louis to attend the fair.
The governor has named Col. Mott
soap."
been
engaged to give an orgau
has
H. H. Golay has returned from
Ayres, of his staff, as paymaster
GENERAL STOESSIIIL.
the Ninth-Street Presbyat
recital
the
for
been
has
he
where
Dawson
general and disbursing officer of the past two weeks.
DENOUNCE FLINCH.— Flinch gram received today by a friend of terian church on the evening of SepKentucky state guard. The appointliving bete. tember 2. Prof. von Tobel, who was
Miss Katherine Dineen, who has has at last reached Madisonville and the Russian General
ment is made to succeed Col. Harvey been visiting the family of Mr. Louis the good ministers of that town have The telegram reads:
a pupil 3f Prof. Charles Galloway,
WE HAVE THREE
McCutcheon, of tne staff, who has Cox for the past week returned to her reeoluted as follows:
"Farewell forever. Port Arthur the official organist of the Louisiana
REOISTERED
held the place for several years and home in Hepkineville today.- Ow- "First.—Flinch, when played for will he my tomb."
Purchase Exposition, is one of the
It
PHARMACISTS
resigns because he can not be present ensboro Inquirer.
This is taken to mean that the Jap- most accomplished musicians in the
prizes, becomes a game of chance
Mrs. C. M. Donaldson, accompa- and has been pronounced by the anese are dangerously near the main South, and as an organist he has few
And guaranteee all Drugs at the summer camps.
nied by her nephew, John Venable,
and
Purest
to be the
best juries of the country and the fortress and that the (all of peers in the country.
The Kentucky Midland Railway left this morning for New York to
highest laws of the church to be the city is now only a matFreshest.
visit her sister, Mrs. Ex Norton.
company filed articles of incorporaComplete stock Squibbs', tiou toeley with $1.000,000 capital Mr. Robert W. Green, of Mayfield, gambling. Parties, regardless of ter of a few days. The recipicolor, who are brought before our ent of the telegram says that he
is in the city.
Merck's, Upjohns, Parke, stock.
courts and charged, tried and con- received a letter from the Russian
C. P..Consler is jubilant over the
Davis & Co.'s and Warnbreneral last week saying that the
fact that his father and mother, victed of gambling are no more
Japanese are making rapid advances!Herndon Farmer
Gov. Beckham has returned from
io rFiled a Pio■
pole & Co.'s Chemicals.
who
arrivthose
than
Polk
Cansier,
that
Mrs.
offense
of
and
guilty
Judge
in the city. The general added that
spent at his home in Nel- ed in the city last evening from Hopplay flinch for prizes. If ws are un- he feared the Japanese would be in
Nothing but the best a vacation
son county. It is expected that he kinsville, Ky., and will make Enid
used and every thing will at once name the new second as- their home. They were accompanied able by the gospel to awaken the ponsession of the city before the mid• John Hamilton Glover, of HernSeptember.
don, Christian county, a farmer has
guaranteed to be as your sistant physician at the Western by their niece, Miss Lu iy Hamby.— consciences of the people, especially die of
those
proand
members
the
church
Enid, Okla., Eagle.
ST. PETERSBURG, Aug. 28.—A filed a petition in bankruptcy, He
doctor orders.
Kentucky Asylum for the lusare to
on this morMrs. Margaret Worrnald has re- fessing to be Christians,
has $6,788.66 of secured debts and
succeed Dr. Stephens. Dr. Ferguson,
al issue, there is nothing left as a reTenn.
from
Monterey,
turned
$1,600
which are not secured. His
for
tipped
is
county,
Muhlenberg
of
before
Mr. Henry Head, of Bonnyville, dress except the courts,
assets amount to $8,616.58. He
the place.
Hart county, is in the city visiting which all who gamble by games of
claims exemptions of 0,670.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. chance must appear and should meet
Corthe
of
Deputy Polk Laffoon,
Head.
the full penalty of the violated law."
poration Department of Auditor Ha•
Dr. Thomas W. Blakey has return- The resolutions also touched up
WE ARE SOLE
ger's office, is preparing to certify ed from a trip to California.
euchre, dancing and theatre going.
AGENTS FOR
to the several counties of the state
Mr. A. J. Decker left today for
the assessment just completed by Hopkinsville.—Paducah News DemSpecial Committee Will InBIG CROWDS.—All World's Fair
tbe state board of valuation and as- ocrat.
records were broken last week, and
vestigate Bids.
sessment, of public service corporaThe Rev. H. C. McGill, of Howell, it is estimated that over 700,000 peoMr. L. H. Davis has returned from.
tions in order that they may be local- was in the city today.
ple passed through the gates during
Remedies
where he went Saturday
Louisville
collected.
ly recorded and taxes
Mr. Jack Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. the last six days. Wednesday was
meet lug of the Pythias%
a
attend
plated
to
con
be
will
This certification
Stonewall Morris, MI. and Mrs. Har- also• record breaker at the Kenboard of control to select a site for
ry Kersch, Mrs. Charles Jones and tucky building, when over 700 citi•
about the first of September.
daughter. Mrs. Brister, of Russellthe KIIiIhts of Pythias widows' and
zens of the Bluegrass state registered.
01.
and
Cadiz,
of
Hickson,
Mrs.
ville,
the
upon
made
being
orphans' home.
are
Repairs
of visitors from other
the Misses Atkins left for St. Louis Thousands
So attractive were all of the bids
old state executive mansion, under this morning.
states frequent the Kentuck} buildthe applicant@ being Owensoffered,
the supervision of Custodian of Pubsay
in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Garnett, of ing and the officers
boro. Paducah, Henderson, Bowling
visiteighteen
every
of
out
one
that
McKinney, Texas; Mr. and Mrs. W
Green and Lexington. that the 'folW. Boone, of San Antonia,Texas,Mr. ors to tbe World's Fair visits the
epecial committee was tip.
lowing
of
PemDowner,
Robt.
Mrs.
and
Kentucky home.
broke, Ky., Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Oarpointed to visit each of these cities
nett, of Hopkitisvilla; J. T. Garnett, COMPULSORY EDUCATION.—
and personally examine their respecAnd Body Burned on Public of Casky, and Miss Fannie Garnett The last legislature enacted a law
tive advantages: L. H. Davis, Hopof Pembroke, are spending the day
Square.
and
third
second,
kinsville, chairrm.a; H. C. Dumont,
first,
all
governing
with Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Garnett, at
(Special to New Era.)
Newport, arid Thomas P. Satterfourth class towns regarding comAnd all kilids of
Masonville, South Christian.
CEDARTOWN, Ga., Aug. 28.—
of Louisville.
All children livgood
eating
sthite,
education.
pulsory
Mrs.
McClanahan,
Joseph
and
Mr.
Jim: Glover, a negro, was shot of Guthrie. and Mrs. Sam Jameson, ing within the bounds of said towns
truck received
The rommittPe will be ready to
to death near the home of the white of Pembroke, were in the city yes- between the ages of seven and fourdaily
I
make a flu al report, it is thought, in
terday.
girl he had assaulted and his body
weeks.
attend
to
two
compelled
about
ars
years
teen
Sheriff Lem Davis and children,
VIA
then dragged a distance of about a Mrs. Emma Davis, Mrs. H. C. some public or private school, unless
CENTRAL,
E
ENNESSE
and daughter, Mr. W. T.
the
Becket
at
burned
T
mile into ibis city and
Williamson and family, Mr. and some reasonable excuse can be given.
RAILROAD
square.
public
the
stake on
Mrs. V. M. Williamson lett this Parents failing to see that their
The new short line to and from all
estimated at 600 composed morning for St. Louis to visit the exEastern points including New York, A mob
children comply with law will be
position.
(special to New Era.
Boston. Philadelphia and Baltimore. the shooting and burning party.
from $5 to $20 for the first ofpackfined
daily
by
service
freight
We can furnish
Mr. and Mrs. Kitchell Walker, of
A fast
The crime for which the negro was
NEW YORK, Aug.23—Mrs. FlorAshthe
with
connection
each
for
in
$50
to
age
was that of commit- Waco, Texas, are here visiting the fense and from $10
, any and
ence Maybrick, the American woville Line, the Virginia-Tennessee & thus punished
family of Mr. F. L. Wailer.
subsequent offense. The law also
needed
everything
Georgia Air Line, and the Richmond ting a criminal assault upon little
man recently given ticket-of-leave
n
educati
old
of
Mr. Gip Watkins will leave tomor- provides that the board
Levis Reeves, the thirteen-year
& Danville Dispatch.
for the
row for Regina,Canada, for a stay of governing these towns shall elect a
from an English wi:son, where she
Tbe new line -Harriman Route" daughter of a well known farmer.
about six weeks.
business,
solicit* your patronage and guarantruant officer whose duty it shall be
was serving a life rm sentence for
tees careful attention and prompt
and
John
Feland
Mrs.
who
children
children
of
record
daily
that
keep
to
alleged murder of her husband,
Prevented.
the
handling of your business. See
Suicide
have returned from a visit to Louisdo not attend school and report same
your shipments are ordered and that
that a ville.
announcement
here today.
arrived
startling
The
either
via
read
your bills of lading
to the school board and the superinhad been disMr. W. H. Eggieton, formerly of tendent each day. As Hopkinsville
of the above lines in eare of the Ten- preventive of suicide
covered will interest many. A run- the R. T. Martin company, of this
nessee Central railroad.
End of BitterFIght.
fourth class list a truant
For further information apply to down system, or despondency Inver city, but now of Louisville, is in the is in the
physicians had a long and
elected, but no steps
"Two
be
will
officer
city
his
visiting
father,
E. H. HINTON, Traffic Agent,
Mr.
J.
H.
iably precede suicide and something
Nashville, Tenth
stubborn fight with an aboess on My
taken in the matter
been
yet
as
has
has been found that will prevent
or to H. D. PETTUS,
right king" writes J. F. Hughes, at
authorities.
iet°n.
MCharlie
Bailey, of Memphis, by the local
General Agent,
that condition which makes suicide Eggr.
DuPont, Gs.,"aimi gave me up. Evof
formerly
is
Clarksville,
visiting
Tenn.
Clarkeyille,
eodtt
likely. At the first thought of self friends in the city.
To Eastern Market.
erybody thoughtny time bad oelne.
destruction take Electric Bitters. It
As a lest sortI tried Dr. HEWS
Miss Pattie Bartley has returned
being a great tonic and nerviee will from a visit to relatives in Virginia.
Mr. J. H. Eggleton today shipped
617 ter Gliassumpliietb.
New D
up
strengthen the nerves and build
three thousand peunds of the product
bonsai I received es striking
The
Mr. R. W. Harrison and sister,
the system. It's also a great Stowand I WWI On my feet la a few days.
of his tobacco factory to the East
soh. Liver and Kidney regulator. Miss Kate Harrison,are visiting the
Now I've entirely regained my
Hopkinsfor
demand
lively
a
where
at
St.
Fair
Louis.
World's
Only i0e. Satisfaction guaranteed
health." IS oonquers nfl Coughs.
chewing,
mid
of smoking
by L. L.Elgin and Cook & Higgins
Co'. Gano Henry, Sr., and daugh- villa brands
Colds and Throat and Lang troubles.
--.Phrmea—
created.
being
Druggists.
ter, Mrs. T. W.T. Richards, of Los tobacco is
Guaranteed by L. L. Elgin and Cook
r. minims
bow
• mberialid lie Horns 111
Angeles, Cal., are visiting relatives
Higgins Drug Store. Pries 60%
hi the oily% Iii. Col. Hillary's first
sod $1.00. Trial bottle free.
visit hem4e oyer Elteen years.
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF INTERCET FROM ATLANTA.

TOBACCO MEN URCED TO
ORGANIZE.

Blesser to Marry.— Coy
Taylor's 'Engagement.

Tobacco planters, will ym get to
gether, and for business strictly, at a
call from the president of the Clarks-

The Atlanta Journal says:
Prof. and Mrs. Rudolph Theod.ne
Stelobageo announce the engageWhite,
roast of their daughter, R
to Mr. Clarence Bloater, the wedding
to take place September 15th., at
their home, 32 Caruegie Way.
The wedding will be cue of the first

Miss Steinhagen has made an enviable record in the
world.
She is giftad as a pianist and as a
vocalist, and has used her rich talent

musical

for countless good causes in Atlanta.
She is a woman of the highest type
of character and deserves the abundant good fortune that all her friends
wish for her.
Mr. Blosser as president and treasurer of the Dr. Bloater Medicine
evatpany, takes a prominent place
aseioag the young bosiuess men of
Atlanta. He has Just those qualities
tkat count for success in business,
aad adds to these the artistic sense
of the musician. He is a delightful
oorneUst and never falls to delight
Atlanta audiences. He lends his talent generously to charity always.
A boat of Hopkineville friends of
Mies Steinhagen and Mr. Biosser
will read the foregoing announcement of their engagement with great
pleasure. The marriage will he the
happy culmination of a courtship of
several years. Mille Steinbageu is
oei•of the most brilliant and attractive young ladies who ever resided in

If there be & man interested in toville Distil:A Tobacco Association?
bacco, twenty-one years of age, of
The necessity for immediate organfair size, and good intellect whodoes
ization to protect the sale of the presnot know that the price oi tobacco
ent crop is imperative.
"Cactus.'
has declined without reasonable 3onRobertson County, Tenn.
ditione for such decline, I would invite his perusal of the compiled repit
ports of the department of commerce
(From
Monday's
Daily.)
and labor of the U. S. Government.
Mr. Leslie Pool is confined to his
These reports indicate there is no
room with fever.
over-production, and that the quality
Prof. L. 0. Brumfield is visiting
remains practically the same from relative, in the city.
year to year. We constantly hear
Attorney 0. W. Southall has reteports from parties interested in turned front Dawson.

PERSONAL

SUMMER RASHES
Instantly Relieved by
Baths with

Lieu
SOAPsf

And gentle applications of CUM
CURA Ointment, the great Skin
Cure and purest and sweetest of
emollients. This is the most
speedy, permanent, and economical
treatment for torturing, disfiguring,
itching, burning, bleeding, scaly,
crusted, and pimply skin and scalp
humors, eczemas, rashes, and irritations. and is sure to succeed when
all other methods fail.
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reside for the present but will probably move to this city later.
The groom is a popular young man.
He holds the office of delinquent tax
collector and is also deputy assessor.
He is a brr.ther of Mr. W. H. Everett
of this city. The bride is a handsome and talented young lady, s
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Carter.

JOIN Till ARK

Mrs. JOhlly

buying, that there is a surplus, and
re
that the approaching crop as a whole turned from St. Louis.
is of inferior quality. '
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Samuel returnPeople who are taking a serious ed Sunday from Dawson.

FINE PROSPECTS

Interesting to know—the news cornThe prospects for a large school at
lag from warm personal friends of South Kentucky college this year
the bride-to-be in Atlanta—that the are excellent indeed.
marriage will take place on SeptemMr. R. G. Cox has just returned
ber 7th at the home of the bride's fa- from a tour in Alabama, Mi sissippi
ther. Hon. N. C.St John, at Chil- and Arkansas and as a result of the
bowie, Va. Tho affair will be•quiet sante the attendance from those
home wedding.
states will be largely increased.
Miss St. John is a young woman of
Miss Kilbourne who gave such
annsual beauty of face and figure and eminent satisfaction the past year in
of a most lovely character. She has piano will be with the college again
rich dark brown hair,large grey eyes. this year. Miss Edna Martin of

resisted even with the loss of life.
Can any man gainsay the truth of
my assertion—that no cause could be
purer and nobler than a firm determination to organize as peaceful,
well-meaning, charity-loving citizens and without any other recourse

W. D. COOPER,

Mr. and Mrs. John S. Lawrence returned to Cadiz this morning after
vialting Mrs. Walter Wilson on East
Seventh street.
Miss Matti° Johnson has gone to
Nashville, Tenn., for a visit to the
family of her uncle, Mr. W. P. Philipps, 917 South Summer street.
Mr. S. B. Floken and family have
returned from Redlands, Cal. Mr.
Ficken has purchased a half interest
Iii Hotel Latham barbershop.
Judge Douglas Bell. who has been
recuperating at the famous Hoosier
health tesort, French Lick Springs,
has returned home feeling much benefited by his trip.
Mrs. Charles K. Stec° returned to
Louisville this morning accompanied by her nephews, George and
Will Underwood, who will pay her
a visit.

Misses Annie White and Lula
Lawson, Messrs. Will Terry, Ellis
White, Ed Courtney and Ed Lawson
attended the camp meeting at Herthan a .riencily, positive, business- mon, Todd county, yesterday.
like determination to protect ourselves in the sale of tobacco, our

greatest crop?
There is not the slightest occasion
exquisite coloring, perfect teeth and Canada, who will have charge of even for enmity. Ours can be a
sweetness of expression. She is en- voice and elocution is a pupil of the smooth, beautiful, bloodless battle
dowed with a brilliant mind and has New England Conservatory at Bos- without even the loss of a friendship.
had exceptional advantages.
ton, of Chickering Hall and of- It is simply do, and it Is done.
Governor Taylor has always been hfadamuWynian,New YorkCity,and
Our cause, our endeavor to get a
& close friend to the St. John family. Washington School of Oratory. The fair price far our tobacco will stand
To fact, it has been said that when The college has been fortunate in- a legal and moral test of right, and
be was a young man he sought the deed to secure a lady for these de- you know there is a homely old proband of Miss Lanoie Haynes, niece partments whose reputation is inter- verb: "right makes might" Our
of Landon C. Haynes, who was af- national.
work is so easy of actomplishment;

torwards Mrs. St. John and mother
The Voidness department,(stenogof his present fiance. Two years ago raphy and bookkeeping) will be in
Governor Taylor married, but unfor- charge of an experienced teacher
tunately a divorce suit followed, assuring even greater success than
which terminated last April.
last year. The remainder of the facHosts of friends all over the south ulty will be the same as last year,
will be interrsted in the engagement specialists in every department. The
offtlook Low is for the largest atof GOT. Taylor and Miss St. John.
attendance in the history of the college.
Mr. Stenhen E. Everett and Miss
Bennie F. Carter were married sunday morning at 9:15 by Rev. C. H.
Nash at his residence on Virginia
Stocks, Bonds,(tram, Cotton
and Provisions.
street.
Private Wires.
After the ceremony Mr. and Mrs.
Office 208t:2 Main St. Telephone 244
Zverett repaired to the groom's farm
Correspondent for Coll& tJom. Co
. `A.sedorr
SO.Louis.
sear Sinking Fork where they will

Calnpbell line

Mr Robert J. Johnson, of Nashview of the situation quickly realize
ville, 43 visiting in thetity.
that an important department of the
Messrs. Alex and Matt Winfree, J.
under-buying process, is to create a
D. Higgins and Herman Southall
depressed value at the outset among havereturned from Dawson 3priags.
producers.
Mr. Garner Dalton, of Frankkort,
A little systematic work of this na- is mingling with nis Hopkinedille
friends.
ture at a wise time for such work
Messrs. Henry and Sam Frankel
might save s great deal of hard work nave
gone to New York to purchase
on.
later
fall goods.
that would otherwise ensue
The price of tobacco is, at least to
Miss Willie Lawson has returned
a large degree, easily within the con- from a month's visit to friends and
relatives at Elkton.
trol of the producer. This is so firmMr. Thomas W. Buckner, of Henly embedded in my mind and having derson, is visiting his parents, Mr.
which
injury
and
the
Mrs. S. G. Buckner.
constantly
viewed
the planter endures in the loss of
Messes J. L. Roche and S. F.
money and time, as a result of inac- Street spent Sunday III Clarksville.
returning Sunday night.
tion, and the ordinary thoughtfulMessrs. J. W. Downer and E. B.
ness that is necessary to conduct any Long have returned from a visit
to
under-takinq to a successful lami- French Lick Springs, Ind.
nation I feel constrained to speak in
Mrs. R. R. Donaldson will leave
the strongest language I can em- tomorrow for New Brighton, Staten
island, New York, to visit relatives.
ploy, of the necessity for immediate
Mrs. Thomas Herndon and daughaction to combat the encroachment ter, Miss Fannie, of Paducah, are
guests of the family of Mr. W. G.
of the great combine.
Fox.
To begin with, I would say our
Mrs. M. R. Brown and daughter,
self-protection
cause for action and
of Nashville,and Miss Matti() Phipps,
is as righteous as was the cause of of Fulton, are guests of Mrs Sarah
the Southern people when they took Cason.
Mr Leslie Henderson and Misses
up arms in 1881 and shed their blood
Mamie and Louise Henderson have
upon the field of battle. Our cause is returned from a fifteen days' visit to
as righteous and to us of the tobacco St. Louis.

The following young men. who enHopkinsville, and her splendid talent as a musician has given her listed at the Hopkinsville recruiting
widespread fame. Mr. Blowier i office for service in the regular army,
well known In Elopkinsville and is left Sunday night for Columbus district, as momentous, involving as
m every wayworthy of his good for where they will be assigned to com- It does the greatest interest of the
tone in winning the hand and heart panies: L.0. Shelton, Dudley Ev- community.
In that awful time from '61 to '65
of his atrcomplisited and charming erett, Clarence Taylor, Barlow Van!looser, Fairleigh Wilkins,Samuel S. there was blood stain from Pennsyllances.
Winders, Odie M. Winders,Soy more
vania to Texas, with sorrow and
Winders.
The Atlanta Journal also makes
wreckage on every side. The cause
the following announcement of inwas not worthier than ours of today.
terest bare:
Patriotism and every passion of loyRomany reports have been afloat
alty and manhood was inflamed to
In re,zard to the engagement of Govthe utmost limit, because an injury
ernor Bob Taylor and Miss Mamie For the Coming Session at was being done, a wrong was being
South Kentucky College. inflicted that was to be resented and
St John, of Virginia. that it will be

.

trust. If they get into a lawsuit they
select a lawyer and abide his advice. With a great deal of respect
for the lawyer and physician,I would

"Cactus" Writes Again of
say there are farmers who have comthe Possibilities of
mon sense business lore to make the
the Planter.
other farmers trust him implicitly.

Miss Steinhagen and Mr.

of the tall season, and will be an ocwake of the deepest interest to
bootee of friends. The announce
ment will be learned with particular
interest in musical circles, where
Misses Steinhagen and Mr. Blosser
are both so prominently identified.
'Since coming to Atlanta several
years ago from Hopkiusville, Ky.

There is•little indescribable, jealous suspicion among farmers that is
unworthy of them as applied to each
other. They place implicit faith in
their physician whom they have
schooled themselves to love and

SELLS HIS FARM

Mr. Jarrett May Become Citizen of Hopkinsyllie.
Mr. Charles F. Jarrett has sold his
fine South Christian farm to Mr. R.
F. Rives. There are 474 acres in a
high state of cultivation and the consideration, it is understood, was
about $60 an acre. Mr. and Mrs. Jarrett will likely move to Hopkinsville
to reside. There Is not a more high-

it is simply to get together. Surely
ly esteemed couple in the county and
we have the commonsense and manthey would be welcomed with open
hood to do that. Farmers do get toarms
as citizens of Hopkiusville.
gether on many important matters,
and in the strictly agricultural disEven Money.
tricts, too. For instance, they reNEW YORK, Aug. 22.—The first
alize the necessity for reliable peace
officers, an honorable judge to pre- big bet in weeks on the national elecside In the courts, and they are not tion was made today in Wall street,
slow to select good men anti support when F. H. Brooks, a well known
them heartily. If they can get to- broker, arranged a wager between
the
gether on political questions, stand- two stock exchange houses
ing titan to man and shoulder to proposition that Parker would carry
shoulder against a common foe, New York state.
The bet is foe $5,000 even mousy,
surely they can get together on a
bread and meat proposition like a and Mr. Brooks says lie has $10,000
more to bet on the same terms.
fair price for tobacco.

On

affiedf•P‘Iloolk&boat"M.*..'"

Ate Yee to become a mother ? If so, do you miles
the Feet IEunt of suffering that most women are
obliged undergo, the pain they have to bear? If you
anything to relieve that pain would you not
weld
dolt? You are a sensible woman,and of course you
would—then read carefully every word.

Mother's Friend
Iii liniment so potent that it will greatly leases the
suffering of any cane of labor, no matter how difilcult. With this liniment, Motherhood is a beautiful
dream ; without it, a nightmare. No more suffering,no more needless cares, but one peaceful ideal
mothprhood is yours if you will but open your eyes.
•
For external use, safe to sdminster, and
wonderful in results. A word to the wise:
"Mother's Friend." All druggists sell it st
e.askWfosorst•tud our book, Motherbiftytolu
h0,11z”
•
free,
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LINEN COLLARS
Just the Thing For
Summer War.

T Wall & Co
Rms!
las Ls JILL
For 20 Furs
MI hors
f0) ZZI
7.• SD 3IIL
rinPmerni 1,1—•—.0011k

os.

ChleIS1r115.

JAMES F. BALLA

it. Louis.

Sold by Ray et Fowler.
4
44•••••••••••••••••••44+44444.44.+444,

An ounce of pre-

HAT
DID
THE 40c
WOGGLE
BUG Palmer Graves,
SAY?
vention is worth a
pound ofcure

Begin in time and keep
off the Typhoid Fever by
keeping your place well
disinfected with CRUDE
CARBOLIC ACID

It is cheap,only

Per

Telephone Us.

COOK & MOMS,
Druggists.

Both
Home,1216.
Phones / Cumberland, De.

••••••

Hopkinsville Lime Works
wants to SELL you

LIME, CINDERS,
ROCK and DIRT.
also BUY

tire
'

itay&Fowler
-PRoNE226....' 1
MAIN AND NINTH-

CORD WOOD and
Second—hand Barrels
PHONES—Home: Residence 1088;
Kiln 1258. Cumberland: Resideooe,
64)1.

DeWitt'. a/ Sake'
For Mb% Ilente.Sorsa

•

-

•

TO BEAUTIFY
YOUR COMPLEXION

Iof it 141(c)101-0Y6 FLAP&

IN 10 DAYS, USE

..SATINOLA.

An

Thc Unmeshed beautificr

Accurate Picture of the Exposition In Its Completeness.

SKIN DISEASES
The

Outcropping

of Bad Blood.

.While not always painful these are
aggravating
expression. With few exceptions they are worse inbeyond •
spring
and summer, when the system begins to thaw out and the
skin is reacting and making extra efforts to throw off
the
poisons that have accumulated during the winter
":
Then boils and pimples, rashes and eruptions of months.
every cos-•
ceivable kind make their apCanton,Ohio, August 0,111010.
pearance, and Eczema and
8. 8. S. is a good
medicine. I keep it fa
Tetter—the twin terrors of house all the while. It is as excellent tentsSW'
IC
strength to the system and tone to alltles
skin diseases—Nettle Rash, rive
on
ean
rg
i bteittogirviens eavpoperviiwtelyse.idIehnesmrerystoseginStearalialt=
s.
foe
Poison Oak and Ivy, and
such other skin troubles. as an excellent blood purifier. For months r
usually remain quiet during troubled with an itching skin eruption on tba.
and tried specialists and many remedies ee
the cold weather, break out face,
gets, cure, but 18. 8. M.Is the only medicluo that
afresh to torment and dis- seemed to relieve. I am now comparatively tree
tract by their fearful burn- of this eruption. I think a great deal or yeas
medicine, believing it to be the best blood Mt.
ing, itching and stinging. !ter
and tonic known to the world to-day.
A course of S. S. S. now will
*RC MAXI 803.1f$YA,
East Seventh St.
1880
purify and enrich the blood,
reinforce and tone up the general system, munacarry off the bodily impurities through the peeper
channels. The skin, with good blood to nourish in
remains smooth and free of all disfiguring eruptions.
Send for our book on diseases of the skin, and write
•
us if you desire medical advice or any special information., This will cost
you nothing.
ñtSWIFT SPECMC CO., ATLANTA,Sap

considerable advancement in that and entertainment to suit every taste
direction. In the case of the native and to appeal to every imagination.
tribes the visitor has the opportunity It is like every other Midway which
to observe them in an environment has been constructed at former exidentical with their own countrv,and positions and yet unlike them in
engaged in their regular pursuits. many particulars. It contains nothTo visit this great Philippine reser- ing offeneive and nothing to shock
vation, and to study it carefully, is the moral sense. It is a thing apart
equivalent to a visit to the Philippine from the exposition and yet every
islands and at an,expense of money, visitor to the expAition is admitted
time and Labor which is infinitesimal free to the entire avenue of the Pike.
as compared with the actual cost of and it depends upon his own taste
and inclination whether he will patvisit to the islands.
a
FEW applications will remove tan Of
sallowness and restore the beauty of
In another reservation of fifteen ronize any of these shows or not.
youth.
A word on tile material side of a
acres is the Boer war exhibit, which
SATINOUll is a new dIscovery,guaranteed
sad money refunded if it falls to remove
Is like a bit of South Africa, and its visit to the exposition. We state on
expect.
just
to
what
forehand
Irreales, Pimples, Liver Ppots. Blackhitadi
Tan, Disoolorations and Disfiguring'ErupIt may be said at the outset that scenes and people, transplanted to the authority of our own experience,
tions. Ordinary oases in 10 days, the worse
obserritious here made are by the very doors of the American peo- incoiry and observation that visitors
in 90 days. After these defects are removed the
the skin will be soft, clear, healthy and men of world-wide experience, who ple. This Boer war oxhibit consti- to St. Louis can live as cheaply here
beautiful. Price Mc at drug stores or by
familiar with all the great expo- tutes one of the most wonderful hu- as in their owr towns and villages;
Mail. Thousands of ladles testify to the are
merits of Vatinola.
sitions of modern times and with the manitarian features of the exposi- that they cau get good accommodaproblems and questions which have tion. Every visitor to it will tell you tion at any price they desire to pay,
On Palmyra Road, One Mlle From
Mrs Etta Brown writes: "St Louts, Mo.,
into the creation of the Lou- that he regards it as alone worth the and that they can secure good whole
June SO. 1905. I have been using your Bail- entered
City Limits
trouble and expense of coming to St. some meals witillu the exposition
aota, Egyptian Cream (Soap and Nadine isville Purchase exposition.
160* Powder,and like them silvery much.
grounds it from 26c to 60c. The ac
The buildings alone which com- Louis.
Containing 2=3% scree, 51 acres in Timber,65 acres in Grass, all deep
This is the first summer sinoe childhood I
Encampments of American In- commodatious for meals within the
have been without freckles. I am 84 years prise the main features and decoratsoil, large la o-st i y 114 uEe with st yen rectos, dry cellar, large cis—
clay
ed
Old and have s bettor complexion now than
aborigines from tile wilds grounds are abundant and varied,
ive structures of the exposition are dians, of
tern of clear cold water an4 springs, never failing stook water, two goodwhen a girl."
dwarfs from Central Af- and the prices vary according to the
worth coming from any part of of Japan,
enament houees, large barn, fine orchard of variety of fruit.
CO.,
Indians of Terra del service and quality of the fare profieroe
the
rica,
world to see.
: TENN. America or the old
:
:
:
PARIS,
other tribes are vided. Many of the restaurante are
But besides the buildings, the ex- Fuego and many
Sold in Hopkineville by all druggists
and numberless gotten up in the most lavish wanner
visitors,
all
to
open
,
vast
only
not
are
hibits they contain
it is impossible and provide vocal and instrumental
which
The South Ken- in extent and variety, but they are other features
this article.
of
theacope
in
name
to
music for their patrons while they
tucky Building & unusually beautiful and attractive
of more are at table, and the variety of these Near South Kentucky College, containing six rooms, cellar, new stables,'
consisting
grounds,
The
Loan Association from the standpoint of art and decothan 1,200 acres, are without doubt establishments range from the most coal house and outhouses. fruit, apples, peaches, cherries, plums and ;
will help you on rative skill.
long time. Call see me at 766 E 9th St.
their arrangeeasy monthly pay- The tWelve main exhibit palaces the most beautiful in features that expensive down the most economi• grapes. Price low, 34 cash, balance
decorative
and
ment
cal; the patron of the fair has only to
are of varied styles of architecture
ments.
the eye of man has ever looked upon. accommodate his taste and his purse
at once pleasing to the eye and to
If you want to the aesthetic sense. All new-comers Exquisite gardens and banks of flow If any body is fleeced in St. Louis
in the it will be through his own fault and
save money and be to the exposition involuntarily ex- ors are found at every turn
be- because he is careless in the making
nook
every
in
and
pathways,
getting interest on claim: "Ohl how beautiful!" The
the
while
structeres,
great
the
tween
of acquaintances and in the Jompany
it all the time let size of these buildings might be giv0
tie sell you some en, but the mere matter dimension is beautiful lagoons of limpid water ex- he keeps.
•
or more through
miles
two
for
tend
thing
main
sum
To
the
up
The
whole
proposition
stock as an invest-. of little impottance.
main avenues of the exposition, we will say this; St. Louis has been
is that they are marvelously symme- the
ment.
in the Grand Basin at like a summer resort in point of
culminating
trical, harmonious in conception and
or pqrticularA address
the picture, into which weather during this entire 11011801i.
of
center
the
rather simple than complicated in
cascades and colossal We have had only a few warm days
great
the
fall
execution.
their general
geyser fountains from the slope lead- In the city, and the temperature is
of
authority
the
on
said
be
can
It
ing up to the Colonnade of states.
much fresher and cooler at the expothe best judges in the world that the
This Colonnade of States, which sition than in the city streets. The
great palace of mines and metallurforms an elevated background to the thermometer has ranged during July
gy, which occupies an extrerpely impicture, is a most magnificent crea- between sixty-eight and eighty deplan
general
the
in
position
portant
The colonnade extends around grees, the nights have been uniformtion.
and adjoins the palace of liberal arts
of the ridge terminating at ly cool and the days delightful.
rim
the
and the United States government
in a pavilion of attractive There Ciould have
end
either
been 800,000 peobuilding, is the most magnificent,
in the center stands the ple every day at the Louisiana Purand
style
of
piece
sublime
and
most original
beautiful Festival Hall, containing chase exposition.
architecture which was ever created
largest pipe organ in the wcrid
the
August has come in with promises
for exposition purposes.
auditorium which seats com- as fair. The weather is simply dean
in
The visitor may occupy hours,
fortably about 3,500 people. Here lightful—perfect for sight:seeing and
days or weeks in any of these exhibit
the_important musical events of the perfect for the enjoyment of delights
and
tastes
his
to
according
palaces,
exposition are held.
which are offered here. We declare
inclinations, but it may be safely
Farther back on this ridge are the tcl the entire community
that this is /
said that no visitor can pass through
art palaces and galleries, which con- the time
to come because vast numthem without being benefited.
tain collections of paintings which bers of people in the
0* one of our reports and you will
East and on the
In addition to these twelve great
808 that our methods of transacting
worth going to the ends of the Pacific slope are putting off
are
their visbusiness always yield the greatest exhibit palaces, it must be borne in
possible
earth to examine. It is not likely its until September aad October.
mind that forty-four different states
Advantage
that such a collection will ever be The consequence will be that the exand territories of the union have
To Our Depositors. erected their own separate homes gotten together again in this or any position will be overcrowded in those
Mosey deposited with us is removed
other country within tha lifetime of months, while at present there is a
tram she risks it must occur in the within the exposition grounds. Each
the rising generation of today.
is
advice
Our
business.
mores of
great deal of superfluous room, not
one of these buildings is a specific
oollatantly sought by executors.guarThe buildings and grounds, more- only in the exposition, but in the acdiens, etc., who desire to invest in exhibit of the state which has erectsound securities; and we are always ed it and in each one of them may be over, are decorated in the most lav- commodations of the city—in the hoready to give our patrous the benefit
with groups of graceful tels, the street cars and in all
seen on any day throngs of the rep- ish manner,
other
of our experience in this line.
shrubbery and trees
with
statuary,
resentatives from each particular
respects which will make alstay here
and other decorative features which agreeable and comfortable.
We
state and territory, who add their
and grace at every turn.
urge all who can to come now and to
presence, their intelligence and their lend variety
The entire picture is one which no
It's 10 to I you do if you are a victim
5,
give this exposition the attendance
interest to the living picture of the
Nothing has ever equalled i
of malaria.
miss.
to
afford
cat,
being
sentient
Nothing can ever surpass. it.
which it deserves during the month
exposition.
ro'
_a
Don't Do It. We Dangerous&
day it is as if one had come inBy
there
buildings,
these
r-1
Besides all
‘tragest. September, October and
Wo'll admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
everything
where
world
new
some
to
are special exhibit palaces of distinct
November will take care of themalmost deadly after effects.
and beaut3 , peace and
attractiveness and beauty which is harmony
selves, and every person who is able
have been erected by foreign nations, concord.
to come in August and fails to do so
By night, when the rcyr.a elect1
and whish need .not be especially deis doing an injury to himself, as well
is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
ermined, as a mere mention of them lamps are lighted and reflected along as depriving the exposition of the
to care malaria, sick headache, biliousness,
would take up the entire space of the lagoons, and when the bands are patronage which it needs.
all stomach,kidney and liver complaints.
and
A Perfect For All Throat and
playing and the din of the Pike is JAMES A. YERINOTON, Nevada,
this article.
TRY IT TO.DAY,
Lung Trouble&
President
cure:
There is a tract of forty-seven heard in the distance, it is a dream
*es.
Aeon.
*Miss
Executive
All Druggists.
•
Coirtruissioners'
TAM
tallA
et
Bottle.
a
Cents
Meese MOW
30
urea within the exposition grounds of Fairyland, exquisite, satisfying F. R. CONAWAY,Iowa,
Secretary.
TWIN* devoted entirely to exhibits of men and convincing.
Bold by Ray
Fowler
the
exaggerate
cannot
Language
and materials from the Philippine
Herbine
islands.
This wonderful display truth about the exposition, nor can
fluid and thus
bile;nacre
would constitute a magnificent expo- it convey to the mind of the person Renders the
it affords
flow;
to
blood
the
helps
of
sition if set apart by itself and en- who has not seen ikeni just idea
TIME CARD.
prompt relief from biliousness, indiEffective April lath.
a
as
exposition
the
of
merits
tirely independent. It contains a the real
gestion, sick and nervous headaches,
NORTH.
filOUTR.
as vast number of exhibit buildings, whole. It defies descriptiOn and and the over-indulgence in food and No62 St Louis Express
9 50 a m No 61 St Loulstimpirems
5•111 r
Mail
Fast
many being of Philippine style and eludes analysis. It is a world of drink. Herbine acts quickly, a dose Igo 541 St Louis and New ....9:47 p m Ne 5B Eit
No
Chicago
111,
Chicago med New
the patient in- No 1111
540 am
materials,which contain examples of treasures which has a prise for every after momic,will bring
Orleans Limited
. ..11:511p
Mesas
days.
few
it
in
tionditiou
good
a
to
p
Hopkineville
Ameom..13:45
H
Neal
• Aenoin..0:00 a in
55
No
all the products of the Philippines— ietmer and which offers a sure and
G. L. Caldwell, Agt. M,K.& T. R. Noe Nand fmi connect at St Louisfor all
arms, implements, house hold uten- safe investment to every one who R., I:A=014h, Ind. Ter., writes April
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Kempf* line points*, tar smith as Eria
(Mainmast'and thosoet.
sils, and everything pertaining to the ventures within it. bonds.
18, 1908: "I was sick for over two and for Loulskille,
No..511 and Bamako (limit conneetion at Guthrie for Louisville, On
Of the Pike it I oulpmeessary to years with enlargement of the liver einnati and all posts north and east thereof, Noe &land 56 also oonneOt
life of that primitive people. In the
way points.
doportmentof education there is rep- Say that it is an eggregation of re- =diploma. The dootore did MO SO for
o.
through I* Chimesand will not earrr passengers to poinbi
I
arid
,
hopeol
Waggly=
apnll
resented enough of Philippine civili- markable side shows of more or lase
aleoearriesinrougn sleepers to St.
of
beiu Ouffdi'.11111.
to re
0-orge10.
;
4
17
01
4211661 sation to eonvinee any thinking per- varied merit, sittentilug
Atlanta,Woo& Jao
o.
agger
:
Is
g„:.
PR. 60 8611
'eleepini to- Nee
highway
broad
for
the
'mile,
in
a
a
exists
a
islands side of
son that timers
1019/50118111 gild well." be.
0
& Fowler.
offering a variety of mainmast
of oivilisailin
This statement in regard to the
Louisiana Purchase exposiition is
made on the authority and with the
unanimous authorization of the Executive Commissioners' association,
which represents all the states in
the union, the Dominion of Canada
and foreign countries. It is intended to convey to the reader without
exageration a fair and just picture of
the exposition as it exists in its completion, of the general conditions to
be met by visitors at St. Louis and
and all other facts necessary to enable the possible visitor to know be-
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Fine Farm For Sal

NATIONAL TOILET

Also My Brick Cottage on
East 9th Street.

't
You
Want

,

D. H. Armstrong,

Own
Your
Own
Home
??

Sopkinaville, Ky.
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I DR.PAYNE'S
REMEDIES

Henry C. Gant, Pres.
.1 E. McPherson, Sec.

PUT.YOUR HAND

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has done more good in
Hopkinsve than all other
medicines combined. They
cure when others fail.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
HARDWICK
SELLS THEM. •
•

Beware of the druggist who
•
•
•
• has something just as good.
Take no substitute.

*oil •
•
•••••••••••••lIl1110•410•••••11,

Plantcrs Bank SE Trust Co

ilbuTeieQuinine

Or.Kings.
Discovery
New
for CM1512:1"arus

HERBINE

Louisville and Nashville Ritilroad

met

houickccpers

Ig COMPANY'S
ct ofBeef

is

wfdlor

o

•

MEN OF PROMiNENQL.

SUDDENLY JERKED PROMINENT SHIILLE MERCHANT
ARRESTED 0 SENSATIONAL CHARGES•

Mee Pe-ruita for Catarrh.

re-nr-ria Cures Catarrh Whet-.
ever Located -

AND HE WAS THROWN TO
PLATFORM.

having lost in this time between $86,-%
(Special to New Era,
)
000and 660.000.
NASHVILLE. Tenn., ASg. 24
H. W. Deason Sues the Lou- The wholesale district of Ig ashville I One of the largest stockholders was
J. T. Anderson, a wealthy resident of
as thrilled with a sensation such as
isville & Nashville RailGainsboro. Tenn.. and it was at bi
it has not experienced for years, instance that an investiga
road For 85,000.
tion was bewhen W. W. Rogers, vice :. presid mit I gun- Whatever ground there was for
of the Neal-Maxwell Grocery cord-I'suspicion was strengthened Saturday
any was arrested on warrants by a fire which broke out in the
H. W. Deason has filed suit
thehuilding and the
charging arson and conspiracy
against the Louisville & 'Nashville
n
bill setm
erein
otusof disappearance on
commit arson, larceny, embende- same day of the old and
new calla
railroad for $6,000 damages. He alwent and fradulent breach of trust. books. The fire was under the rear
leges in his petitiol that on April SO
The warrants were served on him at office of the company, but was extinhe came to this city from Pembroke
the store on Market street, Rogers guished before anything was burned
on one of the defendant's trains. He
other than some excelsior and papers.
mak ing bondin the sum ot$1.000
1 Roger.' duties were to ltok after
clain s that the train stopped as usueach of three cases. Iii. said that the collections from
country meral at the depot and after he had
other arrests will follow,
chants and it is in this connection
reached the steps the trelti was sudThe company was organized nine- t hat charges of misappropriations
denly jerked forward several feet
teen months ago with a capital stock are made. He protests his innocence
without any warning and he was
of about $100.000 and a month ago it of wrongdoing and claims to bays
lost money like other members of
thrown violently to the platform and was decided to go
into liquidation,
hie right shoulder dislocated and he the winding up of the firms affairs the firm. Mr. Anderson says he has
how being in progress. The reason, been robbed, but has money enough
was otheiwise injured.
left to prosecute those who robbed
it row develops, was that the propohim. What evidence he has against
sition was a losing one, the company
Rogers is not made public.
MI

F. T. FITZPATRICK, M. O.

• non.). Y.ritzpatriek, Congressman
from Ketticky;writes from the National
MRS. CHARLES W. FAIRBANKS.
Hotel, Washington,D. C., as follows:
Mr.. Charles W. Fairbanks, wife of the Republic-.n nominee for the vice plesidrncy,
"At the soli...tailors of a friend I used
I. a woman of note on her on n account. She is preeident general of the Daughters of the
your Peruna and can cheerfully recomAmerican Revolution and is prominent in Immy movements for the elevation of the atatu!
mend your remedy to anyone suffering
of the gentler sex. Mrs. Fairbanks has four stalwart sons and a married danghter,
Mrs.
J. W. Timmons.
with catarah or who needs agood tonic.,
—F.Y.Fitspatrick.
reruns is the remedy for catarrh. Al
Malt everybody knows that by heresay
jand thousands know it by experience.
Whatcan be cured in the beginning inn
week or two by using Peruna,if allowed
to become chronic, may require monthi
of faithful treatment. You bad better
Peevela now for by and by you nre,
• to obliged to take It for some time in
*Ear to get well. Now the *WM,dry
fledalther will assist in your cure. You
•
IWO net liable to catch fresh cold and Early Fall of Port Arthur is Indicat
ed by Late Despatches.
diary your cure.
Hued rods of men of dignity and prornt-Scarcely a Building Undamaged and the Town
*enc. from all over the United State's
Hall Has Been Destroyed.
, Oliktionie Perot*.
No other remedy receives such con, wincing testimonials. Send for free book
Appointment Coes to Young
(Cablegram.)
at testimonials.
e-ffect of land mines, is given as the
Muhienberg Doctor.
If you do not receive prompt and satisCHE FOO, Aug.24 —The Japanese reason why the Japanese have not
(Special to New Era)
factory results from the use of Peruna.
rite at once to Dr. Hartman, giving • have silenced the Russian guns east yet conquered the Russian strongFRANKFORT, Ky , Aug. 24.—Dr.
all statement of your case and he will of Golden Hill. This report indicates hold.
J. M. Ferguson, of Muhlenberg counbe pleased to give you his valuable ad- that Port Arthur has all but fallen.
ty, was today appointed by Gov.
des gratis.
The local Japanese, under the leadThe Japanese forces which are be- Beckham
Addams Dr. Hartman, President of
to the position of second
oenitarium.columhns. O. ership of their consul, are subscrib- sieging Port Arthur have
captured assistant physician at the Western
ing money and preparing to celebrate Chair fort and are said to be within
Kentucky Asylum for the Insane at
the expected fall of the fortress. The a mile and a half of the city.
St. Pe- Hopkineville. He succeed. Dr. J.
Chinese who arrived today further tersburg is full of sinister rumors,
W.Stephens who was recently apreport that a Russian warship was but is clinging to the hope that Gen.
pointed first millstone physician at
hit by a shell rscently and sunk it Stoessel may be able to hold out.
the Lakeland atrylom. Dr. Ferguson
the harbor. Scarcely a building it Advice, at Ohs Foo indicate that
the is one of the most promisfpg young
MR. MILLE AND MISS COL- Port Arthur remains
undamaged fortress can hold out only a short physicians in Western-Kentucky and
LINS MARRY.
finely qualified for the position.
The town ball, which was used as a time, and the Japanese residents
are
ear
110.
magazine, has been destroyed.
subscribing funds for a celebration.
Four large warships, unable to A Tokio despatch says the
Russian
',oldie,. From Logan County fight, are at Port Arthur. Only one has struck a mine and has been sari
ship.•vessel with two masts and ouely damaged. Liao Yang
Marries a Handsome
is Jubitwo funnels, has kuns on board
lant over a report tnat the Japanese
Young Lady.
L. L Elgin Tells How to Get Well
The lire of the forts not captured assaults on Port Arthur have
been
For this Small sum.
by the Japanese, together with the repulsed.
1w ant to Bay jut few words to
the causes of sickness, and how to
From Wednesday's Daily.
get well. Constipation and dkspepMr. 0. G. Hill., Jr., and Miss Ruth
sia are responsible for more sufferCollins were married at the residonce
ing than all of the other diseases
of the bride's parents on East Seven
combined. 1 have been selling, for
s
Meath street this morning at nine
the past few months, a medicine that
o'clock. The ceremony was perform- A PITCHED BATTL
E AT DEMOCRATS ENTHUSIAS- has made many remarkable cures,—
.'Dr. Howard's Specific" for tn., cure
ed by the Rev. W. F. Cashman. The
OMAHA.
TIC OVER PROSPECTS. of constipation and dyspepsia.
wedding was very quiet, only the imwas introduced at half price, butt
T hhies
mediate families of the contracting
sale having been so remarkable, they!
parties being present. It had alo
have decided te make 26c the regu•
Deputies Fire Shots Into a Taggart Confident New York lar
been kept a close secret and the an.
price in the future, and I glad to
Crowd to Quell a
say that I shall be able to continue
Is For Parker.- Perty
nouncement will doubtless came as
selling 60 doses of the best Specific
Riot.
a surprise to a number of the friends
Organized.
in the world for the small sum of a
of the couple. After the ceremony
quarter o: a dollar, and guarantee to
Mr. and Mrs. Hills were driven to
return the monty if the remedy does
the L. & N. depot where they ' took
not cure.
dlt&wit,
(Special
to
New
Era.)
(Special to New Era.)
the 9:50 train for St. Louis whets
NEW YORK, Aug. 241.—"1 am reOMAHA, Neb. Aug.26.—A pitched
Kicked By Horse.
they will reside.
ceiving good reports from all sections
battle between a small army of d
The groom is a son of Mr. 0 O.
uty sheriffs armed with clubs and of the country," said Thomas Tag(From Wednesday's rally.)
Hills of this city and formerly lived
revolvers and a mob of from 800 to gart, chairman M the Democratic
W. R. Thompson was driving on
here. He has been in St. Louis for
600 men armed with stones and brick- National committee.
Campbell street yesterday afternoon
several months where he has a re"New Jersey is all right; New
sponsible position with the Terminal bats raged for nearly an hour yesterwhen a traction engine came out of
day afternoon.
York is all right, and there is glad
Railroad association.
Eighth street frightening his horse,
The bride is the pretty daughter of
Stones thrown at a h‘-arse in which news from all sections. I have re. which
Mr. Thompson succeeded in I
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Collins and is the infant daughter
of a nonunion ceived many totters from van i a preventing from
running away, but:
a young lady of many attractive
carpenter in one of the packing sections of this state, front Rhode
wee kicked on the leg and painfully,
traits of character.
plants was being taken to the ceme- Island, Connecticut, New Jersey,
though not seriously hurt. The horse
tery started a riot in South Omaha and West Virginia. They all report demolished the front
Curtis-Jarman.
of the buggy.
Mr. A. B. Curtis and Miss Nannie in the afternoon. The mother of the that the party is getting thoroughly MIIHNISMISHISWe
Jarman were married in the cffice of baby had asked for the protection of organized and in shape to make a
the county clerk this morning by the deputies. After the funeral ser- whirling fight."
"How is Indiana?"
Judge Fowler. The couple were vicee a crowd of men, said to be
"In splendid shape. Indiana is
from Logan county. The groom was strikers, appeared and protested
safe, and the conditiotis are improva fine looking young man dressed in against the funeral proceseiou starting every day. In fact, I get only
the uniform of the United States kr ing.
good reports from all meations."
Women with tinpans started the
my. The bride was a handsome
toise, youngsters with bricks and
young lady.
Another. Bank.
clods of dirts took up the disturbance
Forgery Charged.
and the hearse and the mourners'
Mr. Charles H. Ellis of Calhoun.
carriages were pelted from all sides. Ky., is making an effort to organzie
William Nance of near StaughtersA force of deputies were quickly on a bank at Morganfield. He is there
'Mlle has been arrested and placed in
the scene and a number of shots how for the purpose of getting a sufJail s'. Dixon on a charge of forgers-.
were fired.
ficient number of stockholders. Mr.
He is charged with forging the names
The mob quieted down when a de- Ellis says he feels confident that the
Of W. 11. Hancock and Dan Johnson
tachment of police officers appeared Institution will be a go,
backed by
to a note on which he b o-rowed tie - on
the scene to assist the deputies many of the wealthiest men of Union
Farmers
the
Merchent
é
at
26
s• bank and
the procession was allowed to county.
at Slaagbterville. The ,note was. proceed.
The Illinois Central will sell round
made in June, but no susnicion.wae Some of the mob were said
to be trip tickets on each Wednesday and
aroused Gatti meetly.
Saturday during the mouth of Jun.,
wounded.
July, August and September to WA
•
.
Springs, Ark., at rate of $16.00 and
1111firetti. Mgt 111111111
terEureka Springs. Ark.._ at rate of
h .,
o"Wwwww• ,
OmpilleiviamearlloPea, . $17,40. • Return Ilmi:: 60 days from
,Li, •-,

JAPANESE RUINS CLOSER IN
AROUND THE BELEAGUERED CITY OR. FERGUSON Mon4mentsAll
NEW PHYSICIAN Tombstones Iron Fencing
AT ASYLUM Markers Nif Nig

*sets.

SURPRISE FRIENDS

PERFECT HEALTH
FOR 25 CENTS.

rrrireos.rk

Until further notice I can
be found at P A Yost'ez Co.. South Main Street
WC,
Ibt

El

131`COWICI

A Nice, Cool Drive
you

elehl

*16

CAN get a delightful and cool sensation
with one of our UP-TO-DATE RIGS and
GOOD HORSES. Everything nice and prompt
service. gall or telephone us. Both telephone,—
Cumberland, 32; Home, 1818.

Hoard Brame's Livery Stable
Successor to Golay & Brame. Cot. 7th & Vir. Sta.

STOPPED I FUNERAL REPORTS ARE GOOD

Are the right words to apply to our qualities and
prices, but the former are elevated and the latter
depressed. You will be certain of getting your
money's worth when you buy our

Furniture!
It will be well to inspect our stock before purchasing elsewhere. We feel assured that you will
then deal with us. Need we sey Inn( re.
Home 1149
Cumberland 136-2

Keach Furuiture Co
Ninth Street, Near Main.
111111mmakamlessoOkIWIIIIIIIIIMISISSIWItkll

choke milling Wiledi Wanted

.o.

We are today paying $1.13 per bushel delivered on track Louisville, for No. 2 Soft Red
Winter Wheat, and aim at all times to pay the
top market price.
1•

COMMUNICATE WITH US BEFORE SELLING.

Ballard ct Ballard

Aug. 24 ;904.
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GOEBEL MONUMENT

IMMINENT.

UUL

mn

Result of the Last ExaminaSignor ISIoretti,the Sculptor, st. Louis, Aug. ',1%.-From all Meetions the tide of travel now points to
tion.--Somb of the Qum,.
hing
Will Put Finis
the World's Fair. and the constantly
enons
admissi
of
tions Asked.
number
ing
increas
Touches On It.

American Government Will
guild New Port to Handle
American Trade.

courages the Exposition management
to believe that the attendance figures
will be up to their most hopeful estimate before the gates are closed on
(Special to New Eta.)
December 1.
Sufficient evidence of the growing
I EX1NGTON, Ky., Aug. 24.-Sigity of the World's Fair is prepopular
Italian
famous
the
,
nor Moretti
in the statement that the atsented
sculptor of New York, des'gtier of tendance for June was more than
the (Sobel monument in the Frank- double that for May, and that'the numons In July was nearly
fort cemetery, who has been in New ber of admissi
quarter of a million in excess Of the
a
York for several weeks, has wired to figures for the month preceeding. On
ons
Admire& Sons, of this city, that he August 2 the number of admissi
only a few to equal that for the
will at once finish the work on the •needed
"rat full week of the Exposition, and
statue, whip!) haa been delayed dur- the attendance for the. first week of
log his absence. The finishing' '

(Bpecial to New Era)
WASHINGTON,Aug.24 -Serious
diplomatic troubles with the new
republic of Panama are in prospect.
&Vire it was the question of tariff
of
ht • exercised the merchants
o
IIIPt
not
has
This
.
Panama
on and
the
een settled. Although under

l

gran1Meat'treaty the new republicrights,

'trod the United States all the

.
r

within
, powers and authorities
of
limits
the
and
zone
the canal
all auxiliary lands and waters,
decided opposition has developed

touches to the statue will require!
about two weeks of the artist's timel
and (mother meeting will be called of
the Goebel Monument commission
to approve the model. Since the

purposes of the canal
establish the uew port
to
oommfasion
of Ancon. The citizens of the two
towns are apprehensive that they are
to lose'all the trade that is to result

gt against the

pp

DAILT,ABMISSIONS AT WORLD'S
PAIR AVERAGE 100,000.

Immo:Is.

IS AT LAST TO SE COM- Number of People at St. Louis Exposi- TEACHERS'd INSTITUTE
, tion During First Two Weeks of
BEGINS SEPT. 5.
P LET VD.
August Totals Yore Than En1
tire Youth of Nay.

'DIPLOMATIC TROUBLES
WITH PANAMA.

.

ATTENDED BY 7,000,000.scH An'

model was first brought to this city,
three months ago, for the inspection
of the commission, many changes
have been made in its appearance,

The Christian County teachers institute will be held at the courthouse
(luting the week beginning Septensber 6. The instructor will be Dr. B.
N. Roark, dean of pedogogy in Eltatb
College, Lexington. His splendid
work in advancing the cause of education has given him a national reputation, and the teachers of this
county are fortunate. in having an
opportanity to be inetrupted by him.
COLORED TEACHERS.
The colored teachers institute will
be held next week at the courthouse.
The inetructor will be W. D.Thompson of Louisville.
CERTIFICATES TO TEACHERS.
There were six applicants for
teachers' certificates at the county
examination last week. Four re-

from the construction of the canal.
THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE MONUMENT
and through the skill of the great
'While the commission has been insculptor, who has carried out the
ceived second class certificates and
structed to deal in the most friendly
suggestions offered by ArthurGoebel
7,000 Applicants.
two failed. No first or third class
and other members of the monument
,Spirit, this government regards it
certificates were awarded.
the model is now alIt is astonishing how many people commission, likeness of the dead
all abiolutely necessary to establish
perfect
a
most
There was one colored applicant
are desirous of securing employment statesman.
the Dile port, create postoffices
a state certificate.
for
„throughout the zone and yrovide The following crop report is issued in Panama. The secretazy of the
Panama commission .as he now
pegulatiotis to preveot smuggling. by the Kentucky weather bureau:
Clause Changed.
CAN YOU ANSWER THEM?
ENTRANCE TO AUSTRIA BUILDING.
The temperature was rather irreg- has on hip file about seven thousand
are some of the questions
Here
for applications for positions of various
PROPOSED NEW LINE.
The Supreme Lodge, Knights of
ular, but averaged about normal
the
as
for
great
as
nearly
was
August
taken at random from the examina(Special to New Era)
the week. Light to copious showers kinds, and out of these only about Pythias, yesterday changed a clause entire month of May.
tion slips used in the examinations
With 100,000 well pleased visitors
MADISONVILLE,Ky., Aug. 24. visited nearly all portions of state. one hundred have a chance of accept- in its constitution leaving the susagents
as
advance
for state certificates this month:
day
every
m-Tbs Oregon Coal corppany has al- In a few localities of restricted area : ance. The commission will only ap- pension of members for nonpayment going out
the crowds that are to come, and
for
SPELLING -Name the different
buildready begun preparations for
damage was done by severe wind and I point men as they are needed, and of dues solely in the hands of subor- with the effective denial of unfavorkinds of words with reference to
ing its line of railroad from Central hailstorms. The rains have greatly will go slowly In inaugurating he- dinate lodges. Another constitution• able reports send broadcast about the
accomhotel
syllabification, and giVe the number
Conditions and
City to its holdings near Earle', in improved the situation, but more is! rea us, offices and so on.
al amendment will be disoussed to- weatherns,
the World's Fair is now of syllables in each.What letters are
modatio
Mulillinburg county. It may be ex- needed in most sections.
day looking to a change in the age receiving proper attention. The Innever,doubledf
creased attendance has stimulated the
tended to Madisonville. There are Corn has been permanently brim ed
limit.
World's
the
and
RicanING.-Arrange a plan of phoion
Exposit
the
of
life
near
are
All
three routes surveyed.
by drought in many localities in tne
full height of nic work for the first three grades.
its
reached
has
Fair
L.& N. Earnings.
each other, and one of these will be western portion of the state, and
glory and splendor.
WRITING.-Make and minis the
The following are official attendance
used. Machinery and material are while it will be improved by the
estiof
ent
Exles in the system of penmanthe
of
statem
princip
opening
ative
the
compar
from
A
ng
figures
ready at Central City and breaki
rains, it cannot make a full crop. In Hyomei Goes to the Ro• t of the Dis:
isposition
boon
chip you teach.
mated gross earnings has
round will commence at once.
the central and eastern sections it Is
Astonishing
.792

CROP REPORT.

KILLS GERMS
OF CATARRH

f

367
ease and Makes
y, April SO, Opening Day
Classify the letters in the alphabet
sued by tho Louisville dr Nashville SaturdaMay 2.... 19,375 Mon.. May 9.... 29.434
in much better cordition and generMon.,
Cures.
20.107
10..
May
,
Tiles
the
21.424
3...
which
.
May
to
ing ti height.
rues..
ing
Notes
accord
accord
ette
Lafay
railroad,
Wed., May 4.... 20.175 Wed.. May 11.. 29.678
ally promises a good yield.
Catarrh cannot be cured by the use
Thurs., May 12. 20,212
23,142
b..
second
May
the
METIC-Given a cylinder 10
for
Thurs.,
ARITH
road
the
of
s
earning
21.669 Fri., May 13....25.899
Tobacco was not so extensively in- of pills, liquid, medicines and soFri., May 6
are
44,077
14....
May
,
22.-We
Bat.,
31,322
Lafayette, Ky., Aug.
inches in diameter and 12 inches
of August amounted $898,440 Bat., May?
jured by drouth, but in some locali- called system tonics. Under euch week
In
r
134,339
tbe
weathe
Total
for
fine
137.708,
s
very
Total
long; required ti e area of each end,
having soms
germs of the disease $5,776 less than the earning
ties it also suffered very severely. treatment the
Mon., May H 41,440
26.071
16...
May
and
to
Mon.,
and
corn
s
g
the
causin
passage
air
is
year,
the
it
in
last
and
lire
still
y
week
will
corresponding
47.922 the convex area, the total area,
Yir this vicinit
Tues.. May 17... 32.215 Tues , Mao 24 44.005
The present outlook for the crop, as
Wed., May 13... 42.451 Wed , May 25.
.
gallons
in
e
content
the
barn. Our corn crop promised an a whole is fairly good. Very few increase and multiply.
earnings for that week having Thurs.,
45.076
May 19.. 47,382 Thurs , MBA 26.
52.563
Hyomei is the only scientific and
Fri., May 219..... 44.587 Fri May 27
What is the ratio of the sitmare of
unusual good yeld until the drouth worms have made their appearance.
amounted to $702,218. Total for two Bat., May 21.....
65.131
Sat., May 29
gh way to cure catarrh. Killthorou
er
it
but
corago,
85;
weeks
it weeks of Augtist, 1904, $1,870,8
Bee in about four
299.990 radius to the square of the diamet
257,647 Total
Total
Cutting has begun in some of the ing the germs In the air passages,
dry
the
95;
by
d
$1,875,8
damage
,deyear,
serso
6
circle?
oxygen
last
badly
June
n.,
the
same
week
of the
bas been
responding
the blood with
Mon., May 30.... 73,247Mo
early fields in the Bluegrass district enters
Tues., May 31... 48,460 Tues., June 7 69,173
stroys the mierobes in the blood,and decrease $5,010. Flom July I to lat- Wed.. June 1
63,843 Wed, June 5 131.951
(.4 RA mmAR.--Under what heads
WiNaher and if it should rain now it and north-eentral counties.
70,536
June 2. .49,166 Thurs., June.9
effectually drives from the system est date this year earnings amount- Thurs.,
10.... 64.829 may errors in English be grouped?
JULE'
F'rl.,
60.183
3
srpold to late to do the early corn
June
Fri.,
benePastures have, been greatly
92,485 Sat., June it.., 97,310
all traces of catarrhal poison.
Bat., June 4
Write short sentenses illustrating
much good. Tobacco has also euf- fitted by the rains and gardens show
to $4,214,285, corresponding pt Hod
ly the strongest evidence ed
Probab
499,229
-67146 Total
37
Total
the
of
e
crop
increas
short
a
and
67;
28
$4,409,1
rain
fsrd
three constructions of adjectives.
that can be offered as to the powers of last year
considerable improvement.
Mon., June 19... 65,492 Mon , June 213 75.555
90175
21
,
es
June.
fact
75.1421Tu
14...
the
is
June
Tues.,
catarrh
is anticipated.
cure
l
to
87
H-eme
881
$186
Comoosortost.- Define paragraph;
Apples continue to fall badly and of
Wed., June 15... 74.1801 Wed . June 22 94.016
will agree to refund
J one 22 96.705 sect ion ; thesis.
ure.,
Elgin
L.
16..
86.346Th
the
L.
June
that
Thurs.,
good,
very
is
us
with
iciness
_7187
June 24
will be a light crop. Peaches are
Fri., June 17..., 07.994
Wl.at are the resent's] qt slides of •
the money if you say Hyomei has
Bat. June 18..... 87,024 Sat., June 25 105,199
"Black Jack" Zinc.
yield of wheat and the good somewhat better than expected, but
? Define each.
cured you.
not
540.486 good style in writing
7
-46.1117' Total
pliem for it gave a new life to all very irregular, many localities re- The complete Hyomei outfit costs A discovery has hear made a oho't Total
-This is one quesAPHY.
GEOGR
27... 66,351[Mon., July 4 172.140
J
Mon., June
kinds of trade. The farmers are con- porting none at all.
but $100 and consists of an inhaler distance from Dixon, which is said Tues., June 2S... 92,334,Tues., Juiy 6 77,099 tic•n and there are ten:
29... 97.129 Wed., July 6 98.382 (a) Name and locate chief physiJune
Wed..
pockvest
the
in
s tellepillIting to seed another large
carried
be
ful
wonder
can
that
most
to be one of the
Thurs.. June 30. 98,423,Thum, July 7 06,666
Hemp cutting is io progrese and it
a
and
bottle
r
74,195 °graphic regions of Euras a.
droppe
86.428 Fre, July Is
ne
1
will
July
medici
Fri.,
et. a
known in this section and which
.
atop of wheat this fall.
Bat.. July 2.....100.4741,Bat., July 9 _91051
appears that the crop as a whole will
of Hyomei. The inhaler !ante a life- mean much to the town of Dixon
(h) What regions are most pronorbelow
is
502303
.
town
average
our
Total
the
440,S401
of
Total
Health
be about up to
time, and if one bottle doe% not cure. “Black Jack" zinc has been found
ductive and what determines charac
74.543 Mon., July 18... 71.t:36
Men.. July 11
Mal. There is some typhoid fever Plowing tor wheat is being done an extra bottle can be obtained for 60 cropping out from branch banks and Tues.,
87,416 Tues., July 19.. 77.159 ter of products?
July 12
with
Wed., July 19 87,165 Wed , July 20.. 79,925
(e) Contrast the Ceeplan
erad other maladies infesting our and farm work is generally well up. cents.
on top of the ground, which indicates Thum
, July 14 82,794 Thurs., July 21. 51,485
ever
veins
July
05.534
r.
Fri
22....
rIghest
re76,649
Superio
13
yet
16
the
Lake
sl
of
have
July
Fri.,
it is one
people, but no deaths
(.0_.4_1.1.
July 16 11_,52:2, Sat., July 23
(di Name iti order waters your
found in this !motion, and it is said Bat.,
er.
sulted and we hope the victims will
&Lett
s
Lady'
Blind
612.150
.
Total
500,069
Total
Sinking Fork Notes
would pass through in sailing from
that it is about 60 or 60 per cent pure
1100n recover.
81 9011Mon., Aug. 1 60.429 Sc. Petersburg to Yokohama.
worth $26 or $804 ton. Mon., July 25.... 89.0:2
Tues., Aug. 2 135.191
city, is and such ore is
Tues., July 26...
Messrs. Lycati and Sons, sold last Sinking Fork, Ky., Aug. 24 -Rev. Mr. Patrick Dalton, of this
•_
Htforoav.-Con trast Calhoun's and
Wed., Jii,y 27. 91.603 Wed.. Aug. 3.., 04.673
Aug. 4, 87.550
96.010
Thurs.,
niece
28:
his
l
from
-Smal
.
letter
Thurs
of
a
N
Mr.
receipt
STOLE
to
in
Olt
hogs
YED
STRA
r's ideas of the United States
Webste
week thirty-three fat
tment
appoin
G. W. Gaut filled his
is totally Jersey colored cow, split in udder LI:.
She
.
Ireland
was
Leeds,
in
ment, giving reasons each aspound
govern
per
cents
Ed Jones, 4)..,
return.
'or
bete last eunday morning.
Reward
ear.
in
bit
right
the views he held.
•
ably
for
004.411
Total
351
N2
is
remark
signed
letter
Total
blind, but the
the price paid.
Miley Hayes,
Name and explain three measures
• Mr. and Mrs. Jim White of PJ11 well written in a round hand. The
3
1 .7
C17
Laytonsville, Ky. ATTENDANCEOPT
EENNING
WEEKS 812:
22d2twklt
Tr:ere is not much doing in the cat- neighborhood, visited Mrs. L. C.
of national importance passed by
distance between the words being ir.
IndusThis
.
business at present
Opening Day, April 30
congress between 1877-89. with apWood Sunday, who has been quite reveler is the only defect noticeable.
164
37:L1
%
Week ending May 7
us for some
kto. try has been dull with
proximate date of each.
Week ending May 14
sick for some time.
'.
27.647
Week ending Mao 21
mevs101.0(iY.-Explain the
etr, time.
Week • ending May 20
There is an arbor meeting in pr,,
Week ending June 4
tion.
respira
of
11
by
June
process
ted
l
guest
ending
conduc
chanica
the
Week
!grebe near this place,
Miss Nellie Cayce is
; 1:7
:"
79
I4
,2
i
June 10
Will Be Put on Tennessee Week ending June
CIVIL GOVERNHENT.-What conWeek ending
1Rev. King of the Methodist church.
Miss Laru Fuqua.
.%
4
,
r
'.4
2
July
ending
Week
al
s.
Centr
Train
,
stitutional compromise resulted from
Week ending June
gone
\Ve are glad to know that Miss
Miss Bessie Lee Thacker has
Week ending July 16
6
3
2
5
1
3
2
8
;
..
:
26
1
:
'
;2
23
the different industrial development
Week ending July ____
friends.
The postoffice department is con- Week
Fannie Hill is able to be up again
ending JIty la_i
to Lancenter. Ky., to visit
6
604.411
August
of the Northern and Southern coloending
fever.
sidering the advisibility of puttieg Week
family of Big after having typhoid
Mr. Bud Porter and
nies.
RECAPITULATION.
Mail clerks on the Tennessee Cenh La- Mr. Josh Proctor of howell, was
107.793
PEDAGOOY.-Discuss the contribuApril, 1 day
Rock, Tenn., passed throug
nce,
Attenda
lock
the
present
tral trains. At
1 001.391
Attendance, May, 26 days
to St. Louis. visiting at this place Sunday.
layat
of Cornmeiaius on Pestalozzi to
2.124,536
26
tions
June.
nce,
fayette Friday enroute
Attenda
pouch service is Used. This is very Attendance, July, 27 days
2 '143,557
The Largest rieisieg.
Our old friend Mr.Steven Everett
very sick with
Is
t educational methods.
days
6
preven
601.411
Griffin
August,
nce,
Attenda
Buck
Mr.
Stsviest Grant. Finest Quell,
unsatisfactory and it is thottght
flats Stews.
old age. He is and Miss Bennie Carter of near your
RA.- Why do you Invert the
6 268,988
to
ALGEB
t
opening
since
inciden
Total
s
disease
'''' that a clerk will take charge
morning.
Sunday
wheat if sown early. Not attacked
d
as
hardy
marrie
As
were
town
year.
in
diviso, the division of fractions?
In his seventy-ninth
of the mail oh the trains at an early
with fly or rust. Standup well. Afford the
British Columbia Indians.
this
at
and
sick
is
pasture.
Miller
Spring
and
E.
ThursS.
LITERATURR.460111110117 01313 of your
Mrs.
finest Fell. Winter
Miss Annie Coombe spent
date.
The party of Kawaciutt Indians
afterwards yield 60 to 70 bushels per acre of
favorite poems antideeerthe its artisEva Griffin. writing.
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:lisiy night with Miss
morning for her Crops are looking prosperous since
•."111b• left bore Friday
She Is a trained the nieiraln that fell last Saturday.
ille.
Irvansv
'. home in
"Hillman."
stout two i
hors
came
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ego
1411dia
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e.11011111 NIB Farm... '
Wk0boa been ill for several
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.
now
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lever,
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'Mr'
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suburban farm to Mr. John Boyd
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., Who will Move to it at the expireitii#‘4111
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I
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16111.201i0a WO.ihmit)014110.

the finest, hardest, grained Oats grown.
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from the northeast coast of Vancouver
island, B. C., which constitutes a part tic structure, Maladies rhythm, meof the wonderful Anthropological ex- ter, steam; Thyme, diction, use of
Mit at the World's Fair, represents a
From Wednesday's Daily.
tribe that is rapidly becoming ex- Images and toee-eSeets.
ng. Give agproximala dates of the actMr. Thomas Tandy suffered the tinct, only 120 of them remaini
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Eureka Harness Oil
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Give
Your
Horse a
Chancel

TIME HIS BEEN.SET
FOR CONFEDERATE REUNION AT EARLINCTON

Two Days' Meeting of Second Brigade at Loch
Mary.

It has been definitely settled that
the ex -Confederate reunion for the
Second brigade will be held at Earl-

At One
Half the Cott

,2

Lion
Coffee

FROM A STORI AT PEW
BROK1E.

Negro In Wo* House at
Clarksville admits a
Large Theft.

has better strength and
flavor than many so-called "fancy" brands.
Bulk coffee at the same
price is not to be cons.
pared with Uoft In quality.

in! Thr. air tight,
sealed packages.
•

Floyd Fields, who is working out
a sentence in the Clarksville work
house, has contesselto the robbery
of forts -eight gold filled rings from
W.L. Landers store at Pembroke.
The rings have been Finovered, being

MIL
1st.
M
OF
Lite P.
stands
and
the
remedy for the speedy and
tient cure of Rheumatism,
and all diseases of the blood.

ington on Wednesday and Thursday
from patriotic motives while the Re- the
21st and 22nd of September. The
lee publicaue
insist on granting them
I 95
encampment, according to the MadKW Mary mummy. ubrimerMia
Tri-Weekly New York World
10
says;
260 for political reasons.-The Common- isonville
Deily Louisville Yost
Graphic, will be at the park
ram..
had rheumatism, very
115
found in the possession of Frank
ltagastae-Plostos ..
awe
tali so badly swonea
. 1ns er.
on Loch Mary, one of the best places
wear my shoo. Triad
sisamelonstitusion ...
1m
Newell, a colored restaurant keeper.
but
sould gel no relief
York Tribune
... . .. its
•a
dosed to try Lire Plant. $4
New York Truants . .. . IT! Several Republicans in Indiana for the meeting there is in this porFields and George Owens escaped
taken one bottle the swelling
er's 61cm.Journal. new
tion
of
the
state.
were all gone and bays not
.
I 76 haus announced theinselves a candisubscribers only.
KNAPP, WIFE STRANG- (ruin the Clarksville work house on feel
decidedly better every way.
Special clubbing rates with any maeasine
The committee on ineetiug met
say too much for Life Plant.
newspaper published iu the United States dates for Mr. Fairbanks seat in the
at
LER, MEETS DEATH.
Saturday. July 81, and robbed the
Earlingten last Monday and desenate. The failure of Democrats to
store, Fields says, on the Sunday
NO CURE NO PAY is our gassmol
cided on the time and place. In
tee. It is the moat certain core
a
make similiar announcements may
night following. Owens is still at
diseares of the blood on them
short time a program will be
anindicate a belief that Mr. Fairbanks
Electrocuted Just After Mid- liberty. Fields is working out a 100- If you feel badly why not take*
bottle, just the thing to tone span
OIROUIT U02711•-rillit Monday in June will serve out his term.-New York nounced arid this will be published
Ifebruary
Monday
Sepand
night.-KIlled Five Women day sentence for the city, after which system.
in
in the papers. In the meantime
sad foorth
the
World.
he will either be tried for taking
ember.
people of Hopkins county can begin
With His Hands.
Inamatacturee ter
QUAITIALT 00uar-SecOnd Mondays
stolen goods into Tennessee or turnIs January, April, July and October.
to get ready to assist in entertaini
ng
Cholera
Infantum.
YUKIAL Col:as-First Tuesday in April
ed over to the Kentucky authorities.
This disease has' lost its terrors the old ex-Confederates.
eat October.
Frank
Newell colored, the restauMourn Omar-rirst Monday in every since Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
(Special to New Era)
CANTON. 0510.
atonth.
rant keeper, was arrested on the
The Death Penalty.
and Diarrhoea Remedy came into
COLUMBUS,0, Aug. 19 -Alfred charge of
A
little
thing
receiving
sometime
and
concealin
s results in
g
general use. The uniform success
A. Knapp, convicted of the murder
- ADVERTISING RATES:the stolen property.
which attends the use of this reme- death. Thus a mere scratch, insignificant cuts or punny boils have of his wife, Hamlett Cloddard Knapp,
....
(ine inch,first Insertion
8 I 60 dy in all cases of bowel complaint
s paid the
,
soo
one inch,one moat)
death penalty. It Is wise
and who confessed to five murders,
500 in children has made it a favorite to have
One inch, three me atii,
Bueltlen's Arnica Salve ever
Violent Attack of Diarrhoea
.... •
900
One inch, six months.
has become handy. It's the best salve
..
all his victims being women, was
16-00 wherever its value
Oa* Inch, one year
on
earth
Cured by Chamberlain'i
Additional rates may be had by applica- known. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
and will prevent fatality, when electrocuted in the annex at the
tion at the office.
Colic, Cholera and DiarTransient advertising must be paid for in
Burns, Sores, Ulcers and Piles Ohio penitentia
No 769,7th Bt.,
ry a few minutes after
adV111.1104.
The
Republica
organs
n
rhoea Remedyand Perhave
much
threaten.
Only 2.6c, at L. L. Elgins midnight.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Knapp,
who
weakened
eneesed quarterly.
to say about Senator Henry G.Davis' and Cook & Higgins Drug Store.
haps a Life Saved.
All advertisements Inserted without spoowhen he found his hat hope for life
led time will be',barged for until ordered "dough." The West Virginian
"A short time ago I was taken with
may
out
had gone and expressed a fear that a violent attack of diarrhoea and beAnnouncements of marriages and Deaths, be wealthy,
Going West.
but he had a public recDOS esteeedine dye lines, dud notices of
Mr. A. M. Walker, of Ceruiean.has he would have to be carried to the lieve I would have died if I had not
Dieseling published gratis.
ord to be proud of.-Atlanta ConstiAn Attractive. Thorough, PreftP
Obitsierv Notices. Reeolutions of Respect,
returned from a prospecting trip to death chair, regained
his nerve and gotten relief," says John J. Patton,a cal School for
'dealer similar notices. Ova ciente per line tution.
Girls and Boys.
Oklahoma, and as soon as he can get
leading citizen of Patton, Ala. "A
met his fate with little show of fear
his business in shape, will return to
friend recommended Chamberlain's Efficient Corps of Teachers. P
Sick Headache.
Oklahoma with his family to reside. or emotion. The electrocution was Cholera arid Diarrhoea Remedy. I ary, Intermediate and AcedMr. John H. Rogers, also of Ceru- performed without a hitch, the first bought a twenty-five cent battle.and Courses. •Individzal Attention giMlikit
"For several years my wife was
Pupils. Music, Elocution and Ph)*
troubled with what physicians ca Bed lean, has decided to go to
Oklahoma, shock being applied at 12:02, the sec after taking three doses of it was enFor President,
ideal Culture taught.
headach of a very severe character. and will leave in a short
while to ond a minute later and at 12:09 lie tirely cured. I consider it the best
ALTON B. PARKER,
She doctored with several eminent make his home in the west
remedy
in
world
the
for bowel com-Cadiz was pronounced dead.
of New York.
physicians and at a great expense, Record.
plaints. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
C;
only
to
grow
worse
until
she was unFor Vice-President,
Phones Cumberland,959
$100 Reward,$100.
able to do any kind of work. About
A Perfect Painless Pill
Pnmbroke Stock Show.
HENRY G. DAVIS,
Home 1856.
The
readers
a
year
of
this
paper
she
ago
began
will
taking
be
Chamis
the
one
that will cleanse the sysof West Virginia.
pleased to learn that thine is at least
berlain's
Stomach
Liver
and
Tablets
tem, set the liver to action, remove one dreaded
tlEt Tr
Pembroke is preparing for a stock Hunter Wood,
disease that science has
Hunter Wood
and today ;weighs more than sne the bile, clear the
For Congress,
complexion, cure been able to cure in all its stages, show that promises to be an event
of Hunter
ever did before and is real well," headache and leave a
HON. A. 0. STANLEY,
and
that
is
Catarrh.
Hall's
Catarrh
good taste in
note in this line. The business men
Cure is the only positive
says Mr. Geo. E. Wright of New the mouth. The famous
of Henderson.
little pills known to the medical cure now
Office in, liopper Block twits,
fraternity.
Louder, New York. For sale by L. for doing such work
pleasantly and Catarrh being a constitutional dis- generally of the town are respond- over Planters Bonk.
L. Elgin.
effectually are De W itt's Little Esrly ease, requires a constitutional treat. lug most liberally to the appeal for HOPKIN aVILLE, :
Schurz for Parker.
KENTUCKY
kir-Speci
Risers. Bob Moore, of Lafayette, merit. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken subscriptions, anti the indication
The following letter addressed to
s bankruptc al attention to °Seen tal
internally, acting directly up,
Lincoln's "common people-whom Ind., says: "All other
the
n
y.
pills I have blood and mucous surfs(
Judge Parker by Hop. Carl Schurz
es of the now are that a very attractive premthe Lord must love because he made used grip and sicken, while DeWitt's system, thereby
destroying the foun- ium list will be presented. A meethas caused no little satisfaction to so many of them"-are for Parker Little Early Risers
are simply per- dation of the disease, and giving the
party leaders, because it shows that and Davis.- LOS Angeles Eereld.
patient strength by building up the ing will be held tomorrow afternoon,
fect." Sold by R. C. Hard wick.
constitution and assisting nature in at which time reports
from committhe powerful independent element of
doing its work. The proprietors
Taken With Cramps.
the east is returning to the Dantocrahave so much faith in its curative tees will be received. The show is to
powers that they offer One Hundred be held the latter
Wm. Kiraise, a member of the
tic fold:
part of September.
Dollars for any case that it fails to
bridge gang working near Littieport
'Not as a party man, but as an incure. Send for list of testimonials. -Pembroke Journal.
was taken suddenly ill Thursday
Address: F. J. CHENEY & Co.,
(From Friday's Daily.)
depent, I feel bound to express to night
Toledo, Ohio.
with cramps and a kind of
DeWitt Is the Name.
Fred Thompson, a strange negro
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
you my sinoele respect. The prin- cholera. His case was so severe that
When you go to buy Witch Hazel
Take
Hall's
Family
Pills
confor
of
full
ciples and opinams you are known to he had to have the members of the
111911t1 whiskey, captured the
Salve look for the name DEWITT on
stipation.
hold as to the currency,imperialism, crew wait upon him and Mr. Gifford Seventh street L. & N. crossing this
every box. The pure, unadulterated
was called and consulted He told
Stock Show.
Witch Hazel is used in making Demorning and announced that herethe tariff and the civiliervice strongthem that he had a medicine in the
Cadiz will have another stock show Witt's Witch Hazel Aalve,
which is
after he would be the watchman.
1y commeud themselves to my way form
of Chamberlain's Colic. Cholthis year. The date fixed is October the best salve in the world for
cuts,
"Nobody knows how to fin one of 20th.
of thinking. But if, as an indepen- era and Diarrhoea Remedy that he
burns, bruises, boils, eczema and
dent, I ever was doubting for what thought sould help him out and ac- these fl-n trains but me," he expiles. The popularity of DeWitt's
A Sweet Breath.
candidate my duty commanded me cordingly several doses were admit' plained, "and I'll stop 'ern all."
Witch Hazel Salve, due to its many
istered with the result that the felA small colored girl started to cross Is a never failing sign of a healthy cures, has caused numerous worth
to vote, your action on the terms of
low was elle to be around next day.
stomach. When the breath le bad less counterfeits to be
placed on the
the track. There was no train in
your nomination has completely sol- The incident
speals quite highly of
the stomach is out of order. There market. The genuine bears the
5c Cigars,
ved that doubt. It has rendered 'to Mr. Clifford's mbdicines.--Elkader eight, but Thompson decided she is no remedy in the world equal to name E. C. DeWitt
& Co., Chicago.
Are Tne Best,
the republic a double service of in- Iowa, Argus.
would be endangering her life and Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for curing in- Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
This remedy never fails. Keep it in rescued her
calculable value.
by smacking her down. digestion, dyspepsia and all stomach
your homa, it may save a life. For
disorders. Mrs. Mary S. Crick, of
Smallpox at Pembroke.
man can honestly deny that
She went to some other crossing to
sale by L. L. Elgin.
Plains, Ky., writes: "I have
it has deu.olished the last pretext
get home. The police were notified,
been a dyspeptft for years; tried all
Local physicians discovered four
for still treating the Kole question as Cures Eczema, Itching Hu- and Officer Clem Davis went after kinds of remedies but continued to
Thompson. The negro struck him
grow
worse.
By
mors, Pimples and Carthe
use
Kodol
cases
of
I
of smallpox uear this city )11••••••••
a live issue of party controversy, and
with a rock and savagely attacked
began to improve at once, and after
buncles.-Costs Noththat it has thus relieved the business
tile officer with his fists The policeTuesday
afternoon. The patients are
taking a few bottles am fully restorman skillfully applied his billy
ing to Try.
community of an element of peculied in weight, . health and strength members of the family of Henry Parwhere
it
would do the most good,and
arity un lealthy agitatiou and danB. Fr. B.(Botanic Blood Balm) is
Tiv.anpson decided top.o along peace- and can eat whatever I like." Kodol ish, colored, who lives in a cabin on,
digests what you eat and wakes the
gerous uncertainty. Tills is so evi- now recognized as a certain and sure ably to the
lock-up. He is not yet in stomach sweet.
D. Jameson's farm. Two memsole by R. C. hard- T.
dent that any attempt to continue cure for eceema, itching, skin hu- a condition to be tried.
bers of this family rec3ittly visited a
wick.
that agitation artificially. for mere mors, scabs, scales, watery blisters,
negro family near Casky, members
party advantage it t be condemned pimples, aching bones or joiuts,boile,
A Summer Cold.
of which now have smallpox. Dr.
by every good clti
as absolutely carbuticiee,prickling pain in the skin,
Jackson, et unty health officer, will
A summer cold is not only annoywicked-indeed,
tie leas than old-,eating sores, ulcers,etc. Botanic ing but if not relieved Pneumonia
at once notified of the cases and now
criminal.
Blood Balm taken internally, cures' will be the probable result by Fall.
has charge of them.- Pembroke
One Minute Cough Cure clears
'
(From Friday'e Daily)
"And,second, you
Journal.
anly doctor- the worst and most deep-seated cases phlegm, draws out the inflammat the
ion,
by enriching, purifying and vitaliz- heals, soothes
Myrtle Cunningham, a fallen wolotion that you would aocept the ofand strengthens the
ing the blood, thereby giving a lungs and
Puts An End to It All.
m
An, died yesterday at a resort near
bronchial
tubes.
fered nomination for the presidency
One
A grievous wall oftimes comes as
healthy blood supply to the skin.' Minute Cough Cure is an ideal remthe city from the effects of an over- a result of unbearable pain
only if the offer came in harmony Botanic Blood Balm is the only
from over
cure, edy for the children. It is pleasant
with your sense of public duty, ben to stay cured, for these awful, an- to the taste and perfectly harmless. dose of morphine. Slit had had a taxed organs. Dizziness, Backache,
noying skin troubles. Heals every A certain cure for Croup, Cough and
quarrel with a man and claimed that Liver comnlaint and Constiration.
set up before tile American people sore and gives the rich glow of
health Cold. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
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skin.
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Pills they put an end to it all. They Operations are not few and tube
down body and makes the blood red I The pleasing
tween here, but every day ocourrea
announcement from ness and not with suicidal intent. are gentle but thorough.
courage and civic virtue which our and nourishing. Especiall
Try them. ces.
y advised
public life stands so much in need. for chronic, old oases that doctors, Delaware is that for Roosevelt cam- The woman was about twenty-five Only 25c. Guaranteed by L. L.
patent medicines and hot springs' paign purposes
Addick gas will flow years old and came here from Hop- Elgin and Cook & Higgins Drug has advanced and
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Eatlington this morning.
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at forty when
41 he died boss o
be should have It ad out his threescore
years sod lee• A few mouths before
his death be sale to the famous surRouth/ "Yes, you see me at
geon,
a little over forty having a fine practice. making my several thousand
pounds a year. but I am today a physical wreck. I have a fatal disease of
the heart, the result of overwork. I
cannot live merle months, and my partBy Rev.
ing advice to you is this: Never wind
Prank De Witt Talmage,D.D.
at what loes, take your ennual six
weeks' holiday. It may delay your sucis
cess. but It will ffisure your develop• Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 21.—In this ment. Otherwise you may find your, Ammon the freedom of this world, with self at my age a prosperous practition' all its restrictions.and limitations, and er, but a dying old man."
I am not here going into the details
:the larger freedom of the spiritual
world are picturesquely contrasted. of the errors and the reasons why a
'The text Is John vet, 32, "The truth man should not abuse • his physical organism. But I am here to state that
shall make you free."
The word freedom has a charming as God limits the natural realms in
mood, Like unto a xylophone, each which the fish can live, and the plants
on. of Its letters seems to be a golden can live, and the creeping things, like
bar. Like unto a silver throated trum- the Worms and the snakes, can live, so
. its voice sounds just as enchant God gives to man a physical realm,
in the rich man's palace as in and in that realm Inc must live. If he
the peasant's hut. Like unto the pheea- persists in going out of that realm be
.'s call for his mate, It seems to ree- must die.
An Alrahly Tour.
ti
e
l- ,no government save the scepter
I step into the airship of Santos-DuOt•.
le Like lint. the aeollan harp,
h emits Its most thrilling notes mont, that wonderful wizard of the
n the wintry storms throb through air. The Brazilian aeronaut says:
*eta strings, this word freedom never "Where would you like to go? Would
r ham a more plaintive melody than when you like a sail over the waters of the
It Is uttered by beings who pine for it Mediterranean? Would you like to
' while they cringe under the lash of the view Paris from a height higher than
i taskmaster and spend their lives in the Eiffel tower? Would you take a
I the bondage of tyrants at whose word sightseeing trip above the buildings of
the St. Louis world's fair?" But I am
they may have to die.
There have been orators whose tones ambitious, and, forgetting the limitawere so penetrating and Impressive tions of my body, I say: "Nay, not any
that the words they uttered took a new of these journeys would I go. But, as
and deeper meaning. It was said of a sailor might sight the gleaming eye
George Whiten..id, the famous even- of a lighthouse from afar and head
i alillat. that his voice was of ouch corn- toward an open harbor, I would head
;
pane and pathos that he could melt an toward the lighthouse of some star. I
aindlence into tears by the intonation would explore an unknown world."
ifs could throw Into the word Meso- With that request a smile twitches the
'
potamia. But it is not by melodious corners of my companion's lips. The
!AMMO that the word freedom reaches machinery of his airship begins to
lthe heart must powerfully, but by the throb. We mount higher and higher
have suffered and higher until it seems the blood
men
must burst from my agonizing brain.
thsela
Spar- "What is the matter?" I cry. "Turn
utteredhav
It swoafs thuswho
her°:.deed
. peop
yeblessingand gladiator, the ship, turn it, or I shall die!" With
heto
l Rowminati
. ''
::::
*
the insurrection against that Santos-Dumont turns the airship's
he
led
reehem
es
the throne of the Caesars and offered rudder, rind as we begin to descend he
•S a libation for that word his own says: "I took you on this journey to
'blood, which was shed upon the battle- prove to you that it is an impossibility
NM of Mama In 71 B. C. We can for man to live far above the earth.
bear it thus spoken in the clarion calls When the air becomes rarefied there Is
or e bessardo O'Higgins, the great lib- not enough substance there for man to
erator of Chile, or of a Toussaint L'Ou- breathe. God has decreed that physlighting for the liberty of Haiti, ical man never can fly like a bird awaf
a Macao dying for Cuba, or of a to the stars. He IS free to live in this
Id' struggling for the liberation air only as he breathes that air when
his feet are planted upon the solid
beloved Italy.
'freedom,' thou art more than a earth."
Down into the shaft of a coal mine I
Word! Thou art a strong armed
et light, breaking the shackles of descend. Farther and farther I go
the Save, unmuzzling the lips of the urtil the darkness seems to be hurled
i glatelot, lifting the shadow from the at me. I cling in dumb fear to the
'JIM& Under this benignant rule every miner by my side. We go down and
's abode is his castle, surrounded, down until the heat becomes like the
the ancient fortresses of the old blistering sands of the Sahara desert.
with the moat whose waters Fresh air from above is now pumped
impassable to the minions of a to my panting lungs. But the heat
Thou art the messenger of God, grows more and more intense until it
wild place the coronation robes seems I cannot live. Suddenly we come
every human shoulder. Thou to the end of a long coal shaft. "Why
1 eroaldet put the crown of gold upon ev- not farther?" I ask my guide. "Has
ory manly or womanly brow as thou the coal vein stopped here?" "Nay,"
Soot say: "Man, lift high thy forehead, is the answer, "the coal is just as rich
tar thou art a king! Woman, God has farther on, but It Is an impossibility
mad, thy head the resting place for a now to work it. The farther we burrow into the earth the hotter it beis the equal of the crownhi
placed upon thy husband's comes. God has decreed that physical
bro..' Yee, yes; no word In all the man must live on the earth's surface.
h language has a more potent He may pass around the surface of the
than that of freedom, for, as God earth, but cannot go through it. He
to King Solomon everything a can never tunnel his way from New
pihr could want because the young York to Peking." What is true of the
had sated of him "wisdom," so air and land is true also of the sea.
good thing in life Is accessible to In that wonderfully interesting book
"roast aspiring soul when free- called "Intra Mundt" the author describes one of the pleasures of heaven
delkiternoves the barriers to its flight
as walking through the crystal halls
What Is Frectionat
life. We know not
11110 as I began to study my text I of the river of
delights reserved for
myself this important question: what may be the
that celestial sphere. It may be
t Is freedom?" Is it unbridled II- us in
to pass dryshod through the river
? Does it practically say, "Man, ours
of life as the Hebrews passed through
ore free; therefore you can do as
Jordan. But while we are in thi?
will, no matter what your desire the
life we can never explore the
her' Does it mean an emancipa- mundane
the Atlantic ocean nor
lansition which liberates from crystal balls of
through the ether of the skies. If
to all law? When.on Jan. 1, sail
leaves his natural element he dies
Abraham Lincoln in the White man
as
surely
as did the fish we caught
to
the
famous
?same
signed his
some weeks ago when they were drawn
that
all
which
declared
paper
out of their natural element. Physical
men and black women under the
man has his limitations of life. If we
henceforth
and stripes "are and
physically live we must obey
would
be free," it did not mean that the
certain physical laws. We cannot eat
was set free to follow his own
pebbles like an ostrich. We cannot
totheadied inclinations, -but that he
hibernate like a snake. We cannot
NNW from under the control of his drink in water like a bluefish. We canto be under the control of the not eat grass like an ox. We cannot
law that his owner himself has to breathe the foul and fetid air of a
miasmic swamp as the firefly, with its
m has its limitations. We little lantern, makes its home among
time limitations in the physical. the bogs and calls the green slime Its
tal and the social as well as playground. Physical limitations hem
spiritual world. Biologists find in the liberties of physical man. We
the dumb brutes and in the can live our physical life only as we
le and mineral kingdoms as obey God's physical laws.
in human society. Thus my
Our lloelal Limitations.
today. "The Limitation of
have social limitations. By
also
We
natinfor
scope
wide
„" offers a
social
spiritual Investigation, and I that I mean In the liberties of
liberty ends
endeavor to show that the only economies. Every man's
neighbor's liberties begin. As
freedom that the spiritual man where his
United States I have no
y is In the surrender of 'Am- a citizen of the
sight of tge law which is
ato serAlee of Christ. In be- right In the
degree by eva servant of Christ, in taking not possessed in an equal
the United
as the law of our lives, we are ery other private citizen ofother
citizen
from the dominion of sin and States. Neither has any
social right which
the glorious liberty of the chil- of the United States a
I as an individual citizen do not posl:ed.
are
physical man is surrounded by ses.. In other words, my liberties
which, like impassable bars, mine only as long as I do not transgress
him to a certain kind of life, the rights of my neighbors.
Let me illustrate my thought by the
to break out of the inclosure
and batters his body against civilized laws of our country. America
free." But
bers. I am not no alluding to Is called the "land of the
suffered by the glutton freedom does not mean license. For the
drenkard, which are only too benefit of cur social life we have estabThere are penalties against lished restrictions on liberty, and those
In legitimate courses. restrictions must be obeyed. I see a
llikr so 'devote himself to his ship minor hither from the orient It
or profession as to neglect the Is magnificently furnished with lavish
Of his body. He has to splendor. It Is owned by an oriental
for overwork in pros:s- gentleman of high caste who is coming
and decrepitude. Ot tto live amen us. He has beard that
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and he seta up his harem in one of our Ward Beecher, "fa
Is at lad learn- •
great cities. One day an officer of the ing to love nature!" ,He stemicel up to
Wake up your liver. Cure
law comes to him and says: "Ties kind tee side of the old man and said: "Faof hotiaehold is vontrary to ole laws. ther, hr, do you hee the nh-ture?
You have seven wives too manly." But What de you like about it most?"
for eo years. .ars
=
the oriental replies: "I have taken out "Well. Henry," said the old man, "I
naturalization papers, and I am a free was studying that picture to see whethWant your moustache or beard
citizen. I can live as I choose." But er the artist had aimed that gun right.
brown or rich black? Use rim era, or eussarticel MI.Lece.
&beautiful
the °nicer answers: "No; you are under Yeti. I think that hunter will hit the
legal restrictione. If you continue to rabbit. I think he will. I think he
violate them we shall send you to pris- will." "Ah. father." said Henry Ward,
"can you not see anything more In
on as a plga mist."
The laud of the free? Yes, if you that picture than a cruel man shedding
obey our laws, but not otherwise. You the blood of an innocent, playful rabare free to do as you will in your own bit?"
home—that is, if you do not abuse your
No, Henry Ward Beechees mind and
offspring. If you do, as an agent for Lyman Beecher's wind were cast in
the Society For the Prevention of Cruel- different molds. They both bad tbekr
ty to Children I can step in and take limitations. What one could do in a
A High-grade, Well Equipped Training School Preparation for Colyour children away from you. The mental way the other could not do, lege; for Business,for Life. Healthful Location; Intelligent Community;
both
brains
belonged
though
of
those
land of the free? Yes, but you dare
Positive Christian Influences; Trained Instructors; Large Campo. an.;
not sell to my children obscene pic- to the master minds of the last cenAthletic Field; Equipped Gymnasium. Good Library; Interesting MusNow,
as
we
all
have
our
phystures, for if you do I can make you Wry.
wear convict's stripes. The land of ical limitations, ia it preposterously un- eum; Expenses Moderate. For particulars address
the free? Yes, it is the land of the just for us to complain because we
free if you do not try to forcibly also have our spiritual _limitations? If
enter my home, or rob my store, or re- the only way to cross the Atlantic or
Fall Term Opens Sept. 1st.
fuse to pay your taxes, or to go to war the Pacific is in a steamship or a sailas an American soldier when you are ing craft, is it not absurd for US to
drafted, or to serve in the jury box complain because we have to sail over
when you are impaneled. You are the great sea of eternity in a gospel
free, in a social sense, only when your lifeboat?
If the United States government
liberties du not conflict with the equal
HOPK.INSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
compels US to obey certain social laws,
liberties of'some one else.
Not only does man have his physical enacted upon the statute books by the Primary. Preparatory and Collegiate Depts.
Select school for Young Ladies and Girls. Thorough training under helplimitations and social limitations, but dictates of its own national legislaalso his mental limitations. As the tors, is It unjust for God to declare ful influenced. Write for information and a catalogue.
United States government first has its that when we surrender our hearts to Opens September I.
tDMUND HARRISON, President
national legislature, and then this na- him we should come to him in his
in
ours?
If
we
have
our
way
and
not
subdividgovernment
is
tional form of
ed into states, and these states into mental limitations and only in a feecounties, and these counties into town- ble and Incomplete way can grasp the
ships, so I find the great human race Infinite thought of God, are we not
Is divided and subdivided and again foolish in setting up ourselves as
redivided in reference to its limitations. Judges and critics of his methods?
And in no way can you trace these Ought we not rather to accept his
limitations more than in the mental plans and humbly to submit ourselves
to his rule? That is the way to true The seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate Is at hand
makeup of the individual.
freedom. Wheu we accept the truth e-d we invite those wino want to buy or sell to consult this column.
Educational Limitations.
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and
adUnder the old educational system ev- that he has revealed to us and give vertise the property put into our hands free a charge, and will will
furnish
ery American college used to exact a ourselves to his guidance, we learn by prospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to them
hidebound course. The young nem experience that the truth makes us Come to see us if 3 nu want to sell, it costs you nothing if you fail.
who was a candidate for the B. A. de- free. The finite mind yields to the
A splendid farm of 135 acres in the best section of Southern Kentucky.
gree had to take just so much of mathe- infinite and grows into its true develop- Has a new house, good barn, stable, two cabins, nice orchard, well watered
matics, so tnuch of languages, so much ment. Therefore shall we not today and well improved. Will give a bargain if sold at once.
of the sciences, so much of philosophy, yield our wields and hearts to the su414 acres of the finest south Christian land on Clarksville pike, one mile
will, whose from two railroad station, L & N and T C. Susceptible of division into 8
of God's
so much of this and that and the other premacy
systems
college
"thoughts
are
not
our
thoughts
and
our
with improvements on each, dwellings, tobacco barns, tenant houses
But
now
tracts
thing.
stables, etc. Will be sold as a whole are divided to Ault purchasers. Corn*
have become broadened. The "elective whose ways are not our ways?"
and see us soon or you will miss a bargain.
system" is in vogue. Great educational
LimItatious of Freedom.
Good farm of 155 acres, located near Howell, Ky. This farm is well
leaders have come to the logical and
True freedom always has its limitafenced, has house of 3 roonis, good tenement house of 3
right conclusion that what is meat for tions. The Christian life, too, has its new tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns,rooms, two largo
plenty of stock
one brain may be poison for another. rightful limitations. Christ said, "I sin water, new smoke house and other outbuildings and about 20 acres good
Charles Sumner Was one of the great- the way, the truth and the life; no man timber. Will be sold at a low price and on easy terms.
est men America ever produced, but it cometh unto the Father but by me."
Mil property with 8 or 10 acres of land, 3 dwellings, one store house with
was simply an impossibility for There is only one way to God, one good trade established, blacksmith shop and postoffice with daily mail
Charles Sumner to grasp mathematics. door, one true life. But after we have The mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local custom. CapaciAs a result of this deficiency Sumner, once entered through that open door ty of 60 barrels of flour r er day. Thoroughly equipped short system roller
one of the greatest of all Massa- then we are free. Aye, we may become mill. About 4 miles from railroad and no other mill within fouremiles. A.
Will sell at a bargain. Good reason for
chusetts' scholars, was unable to grad- transcendently and eternally free. Is plen did chance for investment.
selling.
uate from Harvard college. When my not my text right when it says, "In
A nice farm of 111 acres of land, 30 acres in titober,, good 5 room dwelling,
father graduated from college Howard Christ the truth shall make you free?" fa
outhouses, stable. tobacco barn; within Smiles of Hopkinsville, fine truok
Crosby, then a professor in the New The freedom he gives is the freedom
York university, declared he was the from sin, the freedom from punishA fine productive farm of 135 acres in one of the beat neighborhoods
finest student of "belles lettree" who ment, but that freedom, like all others, In Christian county, about five miles from Hopkinsville and quarter mile
had ever studied within the walls of can be obtained only by submitting to of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn and
good cistern, fine orchard and about 20 sores
New York's great institution of learn- Christ's rule. In one wily alone can large stable, two good cabins,
in timber; balance In fine state of cultivation.
ing. But, though my father was strong we gain that freedom, and that is by
in one of the beat sections of Southern
acres
A splendid farm of 300
In certain studies, he was very weak the way of the cross. In his service Kentucky; fine red clay foundation. It has on its good comfortable dwelwas
weaknesses
In others. Ainong his
is endless joy and pleasures for ever- ling house, cistern, ice house, 3 cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with caphis inability to grasp a foreign tongue. more.
acity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orchard; in one mile of depot on one
as
For years he wanted to go forth,
My brother, my sister, are you ready railroad and 8 miles from depot on another. Good schools and churches
did my Uncle John, as a missionary to to let the truth make you free? In convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold at a bargain.
foreign lands. He was, however, de- antebellum days there was a beautiful
A fine farm of 400 acres within one buildings. All in excellent repair
terred from this purpose by the (to him) scene enacted in one of the southern mile of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety live Price and terms reasonable.
alunost insurmountable difficulty of be- slave markets. A young black girl acres in fine timber. This farm is
Good residence on corner of Main
coming proficient in a foreign lan- stood upon the auction block and was well fenced with hedge and wire and and 1st streets,
fronting 60 feet on
guage.
being sold to the highest bidder. Bough divided into five shifts, on each of Main by 200 feet deep. House has six
Sometimes there is born a child, as men were trying to buy her for evil which is plenty of never failing water. r- orris, good cistern,stable and ne•
was Edmund Clarence Stedman, with a purposes, but in that group of by- This is oue of the finest farms in the cessaryout-buildings'
g
For sale.
fartnin% section of Kentucky,
brain of myriad possibilities. As an standers was a Christian gentleman, best adapted -to cornn wheat, tobacco
Two o -id residence lots on Main
is
well
American poet he treads closely upon holding by the hand his own young and all kinds of grasses. l'here
St. in Hopkinsville, well located.
the heels of our greatest poets. Yet daughter. The young girl's heart went rio better stock farm in the county. The only vacant lots on West side of
Stedman
the
also
poet
is
Stedman the
out for the sufferings of her black sis- m provements first elks' and in per- Main St. for sale at a low brice
Wall street banker, as he was also Sted- ter, and she persuaded her father to tact repair, fine two-story frame
Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ayeman the famous war correspondent. purchase the slave. Higher and higher dwelling with ..ine rooms, veranda nue. Good home with 4 large rooms
in
rear,
porches
four
2
and
in
front
porches,
cistern outbuildings,:shade
Edmund
But such minds as that of
went the price, but at last the ChrisClarence Stedman are the rare excep- tian gentleman bought the young slave. frame tenant houses, two large new , and fruit trees, Price $1,400,
barns, two graineries with I An elegant farm of 116 acres of
tions. For the most part God gives to When the black girl was handed over tobacco
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
man but one first class talent and not to her new master be said: "Mary, I large stables, cow houses, tool house, land, on good public road, in one of
ten. The reason Theodore Parker be- bought you for my daughter's sake. carriage and ice house, two large cis- the best neighborhoods in South
lChristian, convenient to postoflice,
came the great power he was in his day I now give you your papers of freedom. a
of fidoeuarlacfraers
atwnan
teb
riela
s,utiinfulfalc
schools and churches;in a high state
front
was because, as he said: "Everything I You can go where and when you
m
in
of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
ever saw or did I ground up into the please. You are free." "What, mas- of bodge. One of the most desirable 'amid hall,onelargerobacco barn,good
mental grist for my sermons. I was ter, am I free? Can I go where I will? farms in the state, in one of the best stables and cow house, buggy house,
schools 2 new cabins smoke house, hen
born a preacher and can do nothing else Then I shall go and stay with you." neighborhoods,convenient to
churches and good market. The
but preach." When U. S. Grant drew Oh, she was a slave before the auction. lai,d in first-class condition. Will house, new wire fence, nice young
his sword as commander of the Ameri- She was a slave after the auction. But be sold on easy terms to suit pur- orchard, grapes, rasp-berries and
, strawberriee,plenty of water, very,
can armies, he carved out for himself now she had become a slave of love. chaser.
'desirable, will be sold cheap and on
one of the greatest names In American Will you not, 0 man, 0 woman, hear
512 acres in tract, 400 acres in culti- easy terms,
history, but U. S. Grant made a failure Christ's proclamation of emancipation vation, ground lies very level and is,
Some beautiful vacant lots on Welat everything on earth he ever attempt- from sin? Will you not let "the truth a very rich soil.
acres
I nut
44:o
, street.
per l
Produced last year 75 bu. corn
ed except the vocation of a soldier. make you free"—that is, will you not,
of desirable farming land
Many a soldier has been a failure as a in Christ's name, cease to be a subject %Ire, 24 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000 in Montgomery county, Tenn, heartacre.
statesman; many a statesman has of sin, but in bondage for the love of to '200 lbs. of tobacco per
timbered, miles from Howell,
There are 225 acres of this farm in
y. price $7.00 per acre.
proved his utter incapacity when be Christ? He died to make you free.
clover.
red
I Fine farm of 282 acres in neighWith Ills divine-limitation will you not
tried to command an army.
This place has a fine 10 room realof Howell, Ky., at a great
Reeelter and ilia Father.
be eternally free, yet still in bondage deuce, large barns,good pond,7 good borhood
bargain,
The limitations of brain power can be to Jesus Christ?
cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of I Very desirable suburban residence
well illustrated by comparing the menLord, oh, teach me what to do;
negro labor, is well fenced and locat- bowie two stories, 8 rooms, new and
Make me faithful, make me true.
ad on good public road, in Montgowi- in good repair, about 7 acres of.land,
tal makeup of Henry Ward Beecher
Help me. ere too late it be.
ery County, Tenn., 7 miles north of just outside thvity limits on one ot
with that of his illustrious father, LySomething Yet to do for thee.
Clarksville and 6 miles from nearest the best street.
man Beecher, one of the greatest eccle[Copyright. '904. by Louis Klopseh.]
station.
A nice residence at Casky, Ky.
siastical leaders of his day. The faThis place can be bought for only lot of 10 acres, six room y
cottage and
mous pastor of Plymouth pulpit was In
Jay Cooke a. an Angler.
a
nd
cash
$10,000.00
acre,
per
$45.00
two room offic
every sense a prose poet. He spoke, he
Jay Cooke, now eighty-four years balance on very easy terms, with 8 servants house, la
h
goodiocueshe
thought, he lived, in symbol and pictur- old, and a party of friends from per cent. interest.
outcage
stable and
and
esque verbiage. The.gengs of the birds, Ogontz and Ashbourne made the star
Trice farm ot 142 acres within laallrgne
necessary ut
dings; splennA
the beautiful wardieWs of the flowers. catch of the season at Beach Haven, 8 miles of Hopkinsville,on good pub- shade and fruit t
, never failing
the autumnal sunsets, the beehives, the Mass., recently. The result of the trip lie road. Good dwelling, totacco well, good cistern; convenient to desnow baoks, the murmuring brooks—all affords a good example of Mr. Cooke's barn, stable, outbuildings and plenty pot, school and church;6 miles front
had to him a message. Lyman Beecher skill as a fisherman. The party of five of timber and water. Desirable place 14opkinsville with good pike nearly
I the whole distance. Splendid locatwas made of angular Puritan granite. caught 474 fish in all, of which 177 will be sold cheap.
One of the most desirable residen- ion for a doctor.
He was in every sense a logician and a were caught by Mr. Cooke himself.
ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot Se feet
Valuable store room on Main
polemic. Like John Calhoun, he was The entire lot of fish was expressed by front
by 268 feet deep House with street. One of the best bushaess loca
skillful in argument. Grant his simple Mr. Cooke to Ogontz, to be distributed beautiful shade and fruit trees, good
i n the
ottac
gie
tioNn e
premises, and you must grant his con- among the members of his Bible class. ciAern, stable and all necessary out- I Nice
ty
'
on corner of, Brown
clusions. He appealed mostly to the This Bible clam has been conducted buildings. All in excellent repair. and Broad streets, 7 rooms, good outbrain as gray matter and not to the ar- by Mr. Cooke for more than fifty years Price and terms reasonable.
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
tistic sentiments.
60 acres of fine land 134 nines from on reasonable terms.
and has at the present time eighty
Residence,6 rooms, stable, earn-Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good
It was a great source of sorrow to members
spring and barn, fenced and has 20 age house and all necessary outbuildHenry Ward Beecher that his father
acres of timber. Very desirable ings good cistern and orchard. Two
A Amain* traelidiemt.
never loved nature as he loved it.
acres of land adioining South KenA young Rusfilan Jew was obliged to propei ty.
Lyman Beecher loved to hunt. He
Good farm of 180 acres, 2 miles tucky College,$400. Will Bell this
loved the woods for game, but not for go to the war in Manchuria. At first
from Bennetstown Ky. Good house Place a$ low prig:4"W ea easy terms
the flowers. He 'leiter loved flowers as his father got letters from, him reguFartn of 406 Sethi of line land in
rooms, tenant house, good well,
8
flowers. Facts always had to be pre- larly, but presently they ceased. One large tobacco barn, good frame eta- mile of mill, post•llos
o
and church.
sented to him as bare, unbreakable day the father Was called to the police ble 28x30 feet,40 acres in line timber, Splendid house of din rooms, large
rocks, and not as rocks clothed in gar- headquarters, where he was told there good level land and a desirable farm stable,7 cabins for hands, 8 large
ments of green and in Joseph's coats was a telegram regarding his son, but convenient to schools and churches tobacco barns,90 sores fine timber,
, good orchard. Farm in good condiof many floral colors. One day, much that he would have to pay 20 rubies to and on good road.
' tion and very jmoductive. Will be
to Henry Ward Beecher's surprise, be get it. He did not have the money,
Coe of the Most desirable realsold at a barydtx.
Virginia ER., corner lot„
saw Ills father standing before a beam, and it took gim'some time to collect it deuces on
/14onao I Large twogral6ry house and two
friends.
When be fin
f
tiful lcture. It was bunting scope, from
t4eittir
.
otanisadinnihis
3119Ittilla
acres of groand fronting on first.
estoonua&r: Jut- street and running book to tbilIlver geoebildmalead
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SWAPPED BABIES LOUISVILLE NEWS

(Special to New Era)
NEW YORK,Aug.28 —The World
has a special from Paris,stating that PYTHIANS ARE FACING A
Russian revolutionaries there assert
LANCE DEFICIT.
that the czarlia's child was a
and not a boy, and that the son of a

THE SUNDAY SCUM

A.

•

LESSON IX, THIRD QUARTER, INTERNAIIONAL SERIES, AUG. ilf8.
I-S.
Test of the Lesson, I Kings its.
, 2, 4--Golden Text,
Memory V
'prepared
Ps. ex a, I—Conimentary
by He:. D. M. St

HRH) Fon TimEs1

THANKFUL • EOPLE.

-4-

SIXTEEN KILLE

They Are F01,;1 In Every
Part of No inavilie.
AND

CALLER

JUMPED

THROUCH WINDOW.

BY • TORNADO IN Et
SOYA.

Many citizens of Hopsiesville
good reason to be thankful for
have
A.;06iit1on.)
[Copyright, 1504, by American Press
bet-dens lifted from aching backr,
alert
the
on
is
always
adversary
The
which they bore patiently for years. Property Damage Aro
wonderfully well informed. How Rich Redd Interrupted Visit
peasant was substituted for the girl.
tell about their experience
Co Free.—June and
May
Scores
Barbour
goeth
:Paul and Minneapolis
much the great adversary who
A reasant woman, they say. was
by Unexpectedly Appearing publicly. Here's a ease of it:
whom
Bank—
seeking
lion,
Manage
roaring
To
a
Cayle
an
about
smuggled into the royal palace a few
Over $1,000,000.. ,
of
Seventh
812
Tanks
J. W.
West
r0 1.00P'
.
With His Cun.
he may devour, knows of the affairs
Cupid's Prank.
is employed at M. C.
who
street,
days before the czarina's acclucbsay.
cannot
of God and His people one
Forbes plaining mill, says. "The
ment was expected.
but his knowledge Is not to be made
condition of my health was such as
have
only
not
we
must
and
The czarina's child, a girl, was givlight of,
ST. PAUL, Minn., Aug.
to cause me a great deal of worry
four
shot
Redd,
colored,
Rich
,,for
on the whole armor provided
en to the.peasant woman and tte
I
confuture.
had
aln.ost
my
about
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Aug. 22—The
persons were killed and
teen
pray
times Saturday night at Henry Jones
but we must diligently watch and
peasant's child, a boy, was placed in
committee in charge of the biennial that we may resist him and not be whom he caught callin; on his wife, stant aching across the small of my that nunitwr injured by a
back and the kidney secretions were
the royal cradle.
which swept over this piaci
encampment, Knight.; of Pythias, overcome by him. lie Is neither om- Maria Redd, after having warned
highly colored excessive and irreguGreat
The nipotent nor omniscient, but our
up.
make
to
deficit
$10,000
'vicinity.
a
has
ular, in fact, the disorder as so pro"I feel as if I should fly to pieces."
may al- him to keep away from the house.
on hand Deliverer is both; therefore we
Hundreds of buildings wets
saw nounced that it had been said it borHow often those works are on a wo- expenses were 685,000; cash
brother,
Rich's
Redd,
Jim
we
are
weak
So
victorious.
ways be
on diabetes. I also suffered at ed and the property damagep
dered
man's lips. They express to the ut- $25.000. Slim attendance and lack
moment
be
a
country
to
the
Jones, who claims
In ourselves, however, that
this time with indigestion which is far in excess of 81,000,000.
termost the nerve racked condition of patronage of pay features are the
we take our eyes off our Lord we will preacher, go into the house and heard
caused me a great deal of oistress.
of the body, which makes life a daily
Many houses were burned by
causes. There is coneiderable dis- be sure to fail, as Simon Peter did the front doer locked. He informed
At one time I was. scarcely able to
martyrdom.
saw the winds and waves and
he
thousten
the
of
when
on.becauge
of
eatisfacti
lightning,and everal persons
suddenRich who has charge of a bar on do any work at all for nearly a year.
If this condition had come
at once began to sink Instead of walkby the same agency.
injured
remevarious
tried
and
I
doctored
o'clock
ly it would have been unbearable and dollars cash given for drills that
8
About
ing triumphantly on the water, as be West Seventh street.
dies but nothing did me any perma- electric light wires also were reap*
But the transition was gradual. A proved purely perfunctory.
conhe
the
had
by
do
to
and
entered
h
)me
went
Redd
continued
have
might
nent good until I used Doan'sKidney sible for injuries to many persons.
little more strain each day on the
tinued to see Jesus only (Matt. xiv, 28- back door. It was dark and, on
which I procured at Thomas
Pills
nerves. A little more drain each day
the
that
opinion
Passengers on a river steamer
Lawyers are of the
31).
striking a match, he found Jonife try- & Trahern's drug stores I had taken
of the vitality. Any woman would family of Francis Hagan in striving
a narrow escape. The vessel milia
nobly, wonderfully,
done
bad
Elijah
condition.
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cured by Dr. Pierce's treatment with murder of Hagan are takings chance trust God to care for him by the lonefired three times at him in the dark, so decided an improvement in my
his "Favorite Prescription" when lo- on his going ecot free ultimately. ly brook and In the poor widow's home
cal doctors had entirely failed to The general opinion Is that Bullitt and securely to hide him from the and the caller sprang through the condition as to convince me of their
wrath of Ahab; he could stand fear- window,smashing the glass and carry real worth and I am more than
cure.
county, where the shooting occurred, iessly on Carmel against all the prophthankful for the relief that I have
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seems to forget the power and care of shot in his direction. None of the cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
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was played for the first time in slip.
reversal would probably follow, and God, the living God, before whom be
balls, it is supposed, took effect, New York, sole agents for the United
lie Sunday and Its rich,
he could not again be placed in jeop- stood, and, leaving his servant at BeerStates.
flees to the wilderness, In Redd was arrested and released on
ardy. Barbour, believing public sheba, he
Remember the name—Doan's—and tones were heard with deep
ourselves we are utterly nothing. It is his own recognizance. He says he
take no other.
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feeling to be more in his favor in only in the Lord that we can be strong
had repeatedly warned Jones to let
tried there.
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and overcome. Uzziah was marvelLAFAYETTE, Aug. 22.—Mr Buck Bullitt, wants to be
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At a meeting of the board of direc- in his own strength he failed (11 Chrou. for a divorce. Maria says, "Mister Saturday during the month of June,
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June W. Gayle, of Owenton, was that had been upon him, weary in body
to Eureka Springs, An., at rate of beautiful. The organ I. one of
illness, aged seventy-eight years.
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It Is easy for us to see the folly of Elijah, but this is written for us that we
(Special to New Era)
may not be guilty of similar folly.
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Drill and
Fcrtilizu Season

AVENGED I MURDER

Farmers are by this time well
posted as to the formula of fertilizer best adapted to their respective farms. We handle
four brands that have been
tried, here for ten or fifteen
years and found productive of
the best results.

IHMINE'SAMOITION

Armour,
Homestead,
Horseshoe,
Ox Brand.
These are the best and we ask that we be
given orders for same in time to include in
our shipment so no one will be.left out.

Empire Drills

the best' on the market. Hoe or disc,
plain or fertilizer.
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COTTON PLANTINC NotesAboutPeople REGISTRATION LAW MR. WILLIAMS DEAD
.

Arida@ to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
Ilandred people who have heart trouble
mbar when It was simple indiges- EXPERIMENT TRIED
IN
It ies scientific fact that all cases of
only
not
are
disease, not organic.
OLD KENTUCKY.
to, but are els direct result of Indian food taken into the stomach
fails of perfect digestion ferment'and
the stomach, puffing it up against the
This Interferes with the action of Four Thousand Acres In the
leart, and In the course of time that
Counties of Craves Carbut vital organ becomes diseased.
O.Paella of Nevada,0.,ems: I had stomach
lisle and Fulton.
sat
trouble
had heart
sas ea. in a bad stars
leek Kodoe Drsasests Cure fa *bout four
ad* cured ins,
Redd Digests What You Rat
relieves the stomach of all nervous
Meath and Mr heart of all pressure.
Cotton raising promises to become
listliss oars. II.00 She Solent 2% Stns.' that/U.1
alas,erhkh sells for 30e.
a success in Graves and neighboring
Pweerea by II. 0. Dewirr aim.,CHICAGO. counties, according to the Mayfield
Bold by R. C. Hardwick Mirror. Some of the embryo cotton
balls from the green and thriving

(From Saturday's flatly)

Miss Pearl Ryan, Messrs. Herbert
Hayden, R. M. Tunks, C. M. Hill,
C. E. Harris, Leonard Fowler and T.
F. Collard have returned from Louisville.

WILL BE CAREFULLY IX, PLAIN ED.

(From Saturday's Daily)
Mr. Jesse S. Williams died yesterday at his residence on Little river
after an illness of a complication ef
diseases. He was fifty n Me years of

Miss Margaret Brown, of Columbus, 0., and Mrs. M. McNamara, of
Princeten, are visiting 'Mrs. John
Roche, 317 Brown St.

age and unmarried.
Mr. Williams removed to this
Voters In Five Christian county from Hartford, Ky., about
County Towns Must
eighteen months ago. He pie chased
Mr. I.. P. Holland and wife, of Pathe Huffman Mills aud had conductHave Certificates.
ducah, are visiting the family of Mr.
the business with floe success.
ed
T. W. Wootten.
had won a wide circle of freentis
He
Mrs. Walter M. Shaw and daughDo you remember the little things that
during his brief residence in the gave us so much pleasure when we were
ter, Miss Nell, of Hopkinsville,spent
Registration will be held in Octo- county and the news of his death young? With what zest did we sit down to
Wednesday with Mrs. S. P. Elgin,
the table after our play was over and eat the
ninth and milk our mother put before us.
near the city.—Fairview Review.
ber in all the incorporated towns of will grieve and shock them.
But as we get older it takes more to give
Mr. Williams was a former mem- us pleasure. Mush and milk no longer
C. B. Pate went to Hopkinsville the state of Kentucky. In Christian
good to us, and our digestion may be
Wednesday to visit friends.—Madi- county this newvlaw will only affect ber of the Kentucky legislature.hav- tastes
impaired. The be* advice we can give to
in the such
sonville Hustler.
•person is to tone up the stomach with
Oracey, Pembroke, Lafayette and ing represented OM° county
Dr. Pierce's Golden medical Discovery. It
house of representatives.
plants have been taken to Mayfield
Is nature's most valuable and bealth-giving
Mrs. J. B. Garber, of Paducah, is Crofton, the only incorporated towns
three brothers and two agent—made
leaves
He
without the use ofalcohoL It
and placed on exhibition, and the visiting her parents at Sunny Brook, except Hopkinsville.
contains roots, herbs and barks,and Is the •
sisters.
city.
this
near
concentration of nature's vitality as found
people are very enthusiastic over the
Secretary of State McChesney has
The remains will be taken tonight in.the fields and woods. This remedy has
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. James R. made a complication of the laws of
•
history which speaks well for it because
outlook. •
inand
to Hartford where the funeral
It Vas given to the public by Dr. R. V.
daughter.
The green plants are now growing Quarles, a twelve-pound
Kentucky on the registration of vo- terment will be held Sunday aftte-- Pierce, founder of the Invalids' Hotel and
Surgical Institute, at Buffalo, N. Y., nearly
Sully to maturity in the Dublin cotMisses Stella Smith and Carrie ters in incorporated towns of the noon.
forty years ago, and has since been sold b
•
druaista in Mt iameming q
county. There Salter are the guests of Mrs. Edgar commonwealth, copies of which will
44114..41144444110.-ton belt of G
Rome medicines, teaks meosnpoaideina•
Green.
joy a large sale for a few years, then
are in that district 8,000 acres that Cayce in Bowling
be sent out in pamphlet form prior to
pear from the public attendee, but _ .
Miss Rath Terry, of Adairville, is registration day, which is the first
be ginned by W.T. Lowe's machinPierce's Golden Medics) Discovery hal
such a reliable blood remedy tied
proved
DanJohn
Mr.
of
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tba
visiting
installis
Lowe
Mr.
pamDublin.
ery at
Tuesday in October next. The
HAVE resigned my positonic that it often enjoys the conideace of
colrespected
Taliaferro,a
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generations in • hintily, and its in.
several
tion with Hardtrick's Jewthrough
ing an outfit for ginning the staple, forth.
distributed
phlets will be
creasedtsales year by year coming from the
elry store and am now located
Miss Joy Carr and Mrs. Will Han- the county clerks of the several ored man of Fairview, died Friday recotumendations of Mode who have tried
the cost of which will approximate
lasting merit, so that every
In Armistead's Drag Store,
have returned to Hopkinsville
under suspicious circumstances. The It, prove its the
$8,000, and will be ready for the in cock
counties. stamp of public approwiL
bottle bears
where I am prepared to do all
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and tonic for the
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other
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dnstry by the
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Rudolph iihelton
forsev- but Dr. Pierce guarantees that no alcohol
complaining
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"He
Mr.
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to
go
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ready
necessary
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cotton
RePalring and at reasonable
Nichols has gone to Hopkinsville to tion laws has been made
his"Medical Discovery.*
eral days and was suddenly taken is contained in
Melvin Albritton in the Dublin dis- visit friends,—Clarkeville Star.
by the hundreds of requests from all
sensaburning
terrible
a
with
If you wish to purchase a
worse
trict is one of the largest cotton
Owen E. Leo's, of Paducah, is over the state for information as to
•
Illinois
' notch or any other article of
crop will be reedy for visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs. 0. the requirements of the law on the tion in his stomach, vomiting and
His
planters.
Central
inWelry see mobefore closing
dying in a short time. It is
the pickers inside of three weeks. P. Lewis, 508 N. Virginia street.
subject adopted at the last session of purging,
deal .as I can save you
Railroad
Mr. H.0. Lewis,of Indian Mound, the general assembly. Under the old rumored by some that he died from
He could cash his prospect at $9.16
Money on anything in the
p",:,'• pastry fine.
for September delivery. All cotton Tenn., is visiting his brother, M. 0. law registration was required only in the effects of poison. The matter
P. Lewis, 508 N. Virginia street.
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leg departelonr. Tuition fee to este..
Res
Two bay mare mules, about 11 Nash'.
582 Cronies, Waller
Hopkiesville,Ky
Mows' ono,and licentiates. Expos:fills.
"Begining at the original corner of years old.
Groceries
'OM 04.derste, Next session bogies 874-8 Candiff, CA
Mrs. Hattie B Scales returned to- the survey a stone, corner to Oft* One bay mare mule about 12 years
!opt. I. Ism. For catalogue address
15 Crescent MillingCo.,Ergine Ise day from Florence. Ala., accompan- end Smoot on the west side of the
old.
Wu. H. HARRISON,
.....flee ied by Mrs. Lucy Ileao,phreys and Oad is road; thence with said Cadiz
450 Dill man, W
President.
'41Modaw to sep id
BEST OF TRAIN SERVICE.
One mouse colored mnle about 16
Cosi Miss Dorothy Ewle who will visit rood S.64 W.82% poles to a stone, years old.
121 Easiest A Yonta
With Dinning,Buffet-Library,ElleepRem Mr. and M re.William H.Cummings, comer to No. 1; thence with line of
One bay mule about 13 years old. ing and Reclining Chair Cars on
leti Everitt, Mrs Ethel
No.. 1, S 16 E 177 poles to comer of
through trains direct to the
Jr.
Three steers about 2 years old. a
Res
649 Glees, J M.
No. I, in Mrs. McCarty's line; thence
Two cows about 4 years old.
Messrs.John Folsenlogeoxyzin and
Res
bld Gorman .hirs Frank
with her line N 68 E07 poles to her
One black jersey about 6 years old.
Res Ed Bandy, of Greenville, were here stone, corner in the old Woeldridge
289 Hackney, S H
Two sows and pigs.
yesterday.
line;
of
thence
another
lime
her
with
Gracey
806-1. Hammonds, W R
Seven stock hogs.
with
poles
89
stake
E
a
4
1
to
,
881
S
Loe
of
AnMoore,
Dr. Albert W.
Res
493 Hardin,I N
Being the personal property owned
Bostick's
geles. Cal., who has been visiting the small post oak pointers.
corner; thence with his line N 66 E by Walter O'Neal and sold by decree
Res
886 Johnson. J D
family of Mr. Eugene Wood left this 32 poles to a stone In No. 8; thence of this court,
foreclosing mortgage
Farm morning for Philadelphia.
418-6 Layne, W L
with the line of No. 8 N 11 W 102 lien on same, In favor of plaintiff
Office
77-2 Martin Tob Mfg Co
Miss Frances Coulter and Mr.Dun poles to a stone, corner to No 8 and
Or sufficient thereof to produce the
Res rett Moore left this morning for a the dower; thence with the dower sums of money ordered to be made,
801 Morrie, J R.
a
to
poles
W18623
81
N
2
No
and
line
Farm trip down the St. Lawrence river.
amounting to 12,817.71. For the pur427-4 Pierce, G R
stake, corner to No 2; thence with the purchase price, the purchaser
Res Mies Coulter goes to Bangor, Me., to
6C8 Perkins, Mrs M
77 poles to must execute
visit friends and relatives and Mr the line of No 2 N 24 W
bond with approved
226 Ray & Fowler....Night Phone
the beginning.
surety or sureties, bearing legal InMoore to Portland on business. Repurchthe
price,
purchase
the
For
Res turning they will visit Boston, New
618 Snodgrass. E
terest from the day of sale until paid
Farm York. Washington and other East- aser must execute bond with approv- and having the force and effect of a
879-8 Spicer, W H
ed surety or sureties, bearing legal replevin bond. Bidders will be preYeses Ladies, Roinoke, Vs,
Res ern cities.
406 Sacks, S
interest from the day of sale until pared to comply promptly with these
Sept. 26, 1904. One of the
R.s
889 Tanks. John
Miss Hattie West,of Hopkinsville, paid and having the force and effect
g eohof+1. for Young Ladles in
terms.
DOUGLAS BELL.
th. New buildings, pianos 606 Tanks, Dr A H
Rrs wbo has been visiting Miss Latina of a replevin bond. Bidders will be
the Mir, with
Master Commissioner.
steam Campus ten acres.
returned
home.—Madlhaa
McLeod
with
promptly
comply
to
prepared
1
Res
Ineelittaln 'emery In Valley 5:1 Wataon,T T
s.60Da7s.Dec15
dlt&w2
sonvill• Hustler.
these terms.
limit, at greatly_reduced rates.
famed for health. EuroHand ware
Young, John
Sean Washers. Full 212
DOUGLAS BELL, '
Mrs. N.StadleMan and son, Paul,
• It
Tickets ad particulars am:to epee'
Master Commissioner
have gene to Louisville and Cincinthe ranee, limits and train time of
nati to visit relatives.
'Sur borne reknit agent.
ents from $O
FOley's Kidney Ours makes kidaddress,
, E. M. SHERWOOD, Agt.
Culls'
of
Wallace
Ranisock,
Judge
neys and bladder right. Don't delay
HASSIS,
Hopkineville, KY.
is is Oen*.
Booth% Vs WOW.
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AST OF SEASON DEATH WAS SUDDEN NotesAboutPeoplt
(From Thursday's Daily.)
•
Dr. Gilbert, of Dawson is in the
city.

BETWEEN HOPKINSVILLE 8. N. LEONARD, OF EDDY- Miss Alma Payne. of Pembroke, is
in the city.
VILLE, PASSES AWAY.
AND CLARKSVILLE.
Mr. Henry Holton, of Murray, is
visiting In the city.
•
Mr. Ed McCarty, of Cadiz .)ent•
Citi- yesterday in the city. '
•

Three Cames Will Be Played One of the loremost
This Week at Athletic
zens of Thlis Region and
Park.
Well Knawn Here.

!kW
POWDER
Absolutely Pere
• 71101ISNO St18$71T1ITE

STATE CONVENTION

•

Mr. Phil Valentine, of Bowling
Green, is in the city.

•

•

Mr. John D. Clardy, of Newstead,
was here this 'periling.

•

•
•

STANDING OF THE CLUBS.
played won lost pet
650
33
65
Cairo ..... ...100
46
544
65
Paducah.. . 101
620
Clarksville . . 98
47
61
44
Vincennes ....101
67
436
43' 57
..100
430
42
E9
416
Henderson..101

Mr. Charles Edmundson has re,From Thursday's Daily)
Telephone messages to friends in turned from St. Louis.
this city conveyed the sad news of
Mrs. Walter Radford, of Peru•
the death of Mr. S. N. Leonard at his broke, is in the city shipping.
home in Eddyville, which occurred
Mrs. C. B. Petree and children are•
•
Wednesday afternoon after an illness et Fairview spending the week.
of only a few minutes.
Mr. Kenneth Brown is visiting his
Mr. Leonard was well known and brother, Dr. Manning Brown.
•
•

•

•

WHERE TREY PLAY.
Clarksville at Hopkinsville.
Vincennes at Cairo.
Henderson at Paducah.

CUT
LEE
But we will guarantee
to sell goods as cheap as
any house in Hopkinsville. A large stock to
elect from. We invite•
you to call at once and
inspect our goods.

had many friends in Hopkinsville.
Mrs. E Keegan and Mrs. C. EA",
His last visit here was during the Harris went to Cerulean today.
convention of the Kentucky Bankers' Mr. George W. Phelps, of Cincinassociation when he delivered a de- nati, is in the city visiting his moth- 0
OF SUNDAY SCHOOL
lightful address at Hotel Latham. er.
--WORKERS HI MET.
Hopkinsvilla and Clarksville will He was a gentleman of strong IntelMiss Nellie Adams is visiting
friends at the Albion House, Spring-•
play this afternoon at Athletic park ligeece, culture and refinement.
field, Tenn.
•
the first game of the final series of
Mr. Leonard was president of the
Mr. J. W. Mansfield has returned
Large Attendance at Hen- the season between these teams.
Farmers' Bank of Eddyville, which
from a visit to his mother at Ashederson,Including a Number Smarting under the odium of three he founded in 1894, and was also ville,
Mrs. James Cooper, of HopkinsN. C.
of ilopkInsvIlle People. successive defeats, the Browns ex- president of the Suwanee Spoke and Mr. and Mrs. J. L. P'Pool have re- ville, is again quite sick. Mrs.
pect to play the games of their lives Lumber company of Kultawa; the
turned from a visit to their sous in Cooper was very ill several weeks
this week and unusually interesting Cumberland Towing company, of
ago, but went to Nashville, Tenn.,
Herrin. Ill.
for treatment and improved. She is
contests are expected.
Kuttaws,
and
was
senior
member
of
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Mrs. W. S. Harned and Master now in Hopkinsville, but will reThe Caarksville team as it is made the Leonard-James Manufacturing
Walter Mills are visiting Mrs. J. C. turn to Nashville in about two weeks
The Nth annual convention of the
np now is the strongest club in the company,of Evansville.
Willett, in Cincinnati.
for an operation.—Paducah Sun.
Kentucky :3unclay School associaleague, and the locals will have to do
In
his
banking
profession
Mr.
LeoMrs. Sallie Richards has gone to
opened
last
tion
night in Heodeison.
From Wednesday's Daily.
great work to win.
nard stood very high, being first vice Henderson to attend the State Sun•
It will be in session three days.
Mrs. A.me O'Neil, of Hopkinsville,
"Smiley" Anderson, who has been president of the Kentucky Bankers' day school convention.
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
More than BOO delegates and 'visitors
released by Clarksville and is on his Association and Kentucky vice presMr. J. L. P'Pool has returned from Henry, on Clay street.—Henderson
ate In attendance, nearly every counway to join the Grand Rapids, Mich. ident of the American Bankers' As- a visit to his sons, J. Elmer and Journal.
ty in the state being represented. A
Miss Mary West has gone to Fre
team, will play third base for Hop- sociation. In early life he was prom- Jimmie P'Pool in Illinois.
number oi Hopkinsville Sunday
Mr. J. E. Dye, representing the donna to visit Miss Mary Wyatt.
kinaville today.
inent
in
Journalism
and
at
one
time
school workers are present. DeleBuck's Stove & Range Co., of St.; Misses Susie and Anna
The Browns lost yesterday by rea- ably edited tne Paducah Herald. In
Cox, Mary
gates upm their Arrival were taken
Louis, spent yesterday in the city. I and Sarah Penn,
Lalls Dennis, Virson of Inexcusable errors and dumb 1871 he married Miss Ida Cressup
headquarters,
the
convention
-to
John S. Bryant, of Hopkinsville, ginia Tibbs and Miss Southern have
playing. The score:
Braswell, of Eddyville, Ky., and by is
wimere they were assigned to private
the guest of his daughter, Mrs. I. returned fron3 St. Louis.
Clarksville... 0 I 20 8 1 00 0-7 12 2 that union leaves five children,
P. Gerhart —Clarksville Leal Chron-' Capt. C. D. Bell, of Bell,
laminae's ho are entertxinin T. Prowe
sr ent yesHopkinsville..0 000 00 0-8 7 3 Thomas B. Leonard, Mrs.
Minnie ice.
terday in the city.
Went among the participants are
Batteries—Harris and Pettit; Fer- Cabanne and Miss Sallie Leonard,
Mr. Watterson Brasher, of Nash- ,
of
Marion Lawrence,international-gen- mi and Keller. Umpire—Violet.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Pettus, of
St. Louis, Mo., and Otho Leonard, of ville, is in the city visiting the fami- Clarksville, .visited friends
end secretary; L. P. Leavell, of
in the
ly
of
Mr.
John
Brasher
on
Campbell
Eddyville, Ky., and Mrs. Wheeler
city yesterday.
Jackson, Miss., Sunday' school secstreet.
Campbell, of Paducah. His wife
Mrs. William II. Bickers has gone
retary of the Batist church; M. A.
Mrs. John T. Wailer and daughter
died in 1889 and in 1892 he was marto Red Boiling Springs.
Hudson, of Syracuse, N. Y , founder
Mary, Glenn are in Hopkinsville on
ried to Miss Grace lone Long, who a visit to Mrs.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
of the Baraca Union of America, and
Kate Waller:—Madi- Judge James Breathitt is in Frankfort.
sonville Graphic.
The remains of Mrs. Will Mitchell, survives hOn.
the Rev. George 0 Bachman, formMr.
Leonard
was
in
prominent
who
Sturgis,
died
at
Ky., will be
er general secretary of Tennessee.
brought to this city for interment. public life and was a stanch DemoThe body will arrive here over the crat and a Scottish Rite Mason. He
Ilibmis Central railroad at 8:30 this was one of the largest land owners in
l afternoon, and will be laid to rest in Western Keutuclv.
(Special to New Era)
Mr. Leonard was born in Nashville,
I Hopewell cemetery. The deceased
GRACEY. Ky„ Aug- 25 —Adeline
was a former resident of Hopkins- Tenn., Aug. 4, 1848, and in early
Gaines, colored, aged about fifty
ville and had a wide circle of friends manhood adopted the medical proyears. died today on the Cox farm of
fession, later the law, and later the
here who deplore her death.
1
smallpox.
newspaper field. He had to cease
his editorial duties owing to failing
health.
Mr. Leonard bad not been Ill, and
just before his death was on the
streets at 4 o'clock looking for his
In Best of Health at White
eon. He was in company with a
Sulphur Springs.
physician at the time and complain(Special to New Era.)
ed of strange sensations. Being near
ELKINS, W. Va., Aug. 25.—Nothis home, he went in, accompanied
withstanding reports from Washingby the doctor. He lay on a couch,
ton that Henry G. Davie showed a
and the doctor odarted to take his
3
lank of vigor and a failure of memtern perature,only:to find life extinct.
ory when he was notified of his nomMr. Leonard was a member of the
ination for vice president, the aged
Methodist church. The funeral will
be conducted with full Masonic
honors.

T. M. Jones,

•••
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BURIAL HERE

Mr. Garner Dalton returned
Frankfort this morning.
Mr. Ed T. Hossein, of Nash
Tenn., is visiting relative* on Ca
btill street.
Mr. R. C. Hardwick and ob
have returned from St. Louis.
Mr. S. L. Thompson, of Elkton,
was in the city yesteiday.
Miss Louisa Nourse bait retu
from Montesgle, Tenn., where,
spent the summer.
Miss Amy Holmes, of Tads
La., is visitin Mrs. W. E.
on South Virginia street.
Dr. W.I.Thompson, of Henier8011;
was in toe city today en route to Os-.
rulean Springs.
Dr. and Mrs. Manning Brown AM,
spending this week In St. Louts, ilt
the fair.
Mrs. Ann Taylor and Miss Sue
Wood are at Dawson.
Mr. Howarci Lemon RohrbacThr, od ,
Washington, D. C., is here visiting
friends.
Mrs. W. H. Everett has returned
from a visit to relatives in the country.

SMALLPDX

VIED OF

YOUR FIRST
SKIRT CHANCE!
W

DAVIS DANCES

F
PAPER

WAR NEWS.

(Cablegram.)
TOM 10, Aug. 25.—Two Russian
torpedo boats struck mines at Port
Arthur today. The larger one was
destroyed and the other damaged.

Buy now and
get rid of the
pesky nuisCHE FOO, Aug. 25.—Reports say
ance.
that Japs, while gaining many vic-

sandidate led a eetilliOn given by
Mrs. John Calhoun Simons at White
Sulphur Springs and appeared to
in the bat of spirits and health.
Sixty couples, headed by Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Simons, filed along the
piazza, each carrying, after the ancient custom at the springs, alighted
Japanese lantern. At the head of
the decorated room the march figure
halted and a receiving line, composed of the candidate, hostess anti Mrs
Arthur Lee wile formed.
The candidate tarried hut a few
minutes later, dancing only twice,
and then hurling away for a few
hours rest for the journey home.

W T Copek

tories in the vicinity of Port Arthur,
and are confident of capturing the
place, have sustained tremendous
looses. It is claimed that 10,000
were killed and wounded during the
fighting on Aug. 21.

COMPANY

Wholesale & Retail Grocers.

RED FRONT GROCERY.
Phones—Cumberland. 116.
Home 1116.

E OFFER the ladies the
first chance at the fallstyles
in Skirts. These Walking
Skirts have a charming
newness of style,a goodness
of workmanship and exclusiveness of patterns thatcan
not fail to please.
They come in a wide range
of patterns in the newest
shades, at $5.00, $6.00 and
$7.50.

MRS. BOYD DEAD.
(Special to New Era)
CADIZ, Ky., Aug. 23.—Mrs. Ed
Kelly Boyd, wife of George Boyd, of
Tennessee. died at the home of her
sister at Wallonia of consuirption.
She was the daughter of Judge J. E.
Kelly, who died here recently.
ee-eie---•44444444444+14-+44444+.44-4
Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,
ear, nose and throat. 'Feet made
for glasses. Ph.onix Bldg., main
street, Hopkinsville.
4444-044444++++++
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